WALLED BRAUER ALGEBRAS AS IDEMPOTENT TRUNCATIONS OF LEVEL 2 CYCLOTONIC QUOTIENTS

ANTONIO SARTORI AND CATHARINA STROPPEL

Abstract. We realize (via an explicit isomorphism) the walled Brauer algebra for an arbitrary integral parameter $\delta$ as an idempotent truncation of a level two cyclotomic degenerate affine walled Brauer algebra. The latter arises naturally in Lie theory as the endomorphism ring of so-called mixed tensor products, i.e. of a parabolic Verma module tensored with some copies of the natural representation and its dual. This provides us a method to construct central elements in the walled Brauer algebras and can be applied to establish the Koszulity of the walled Brauer algebra if $\delta \neq 0$.
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1. Introduction

Let $\delta \in \mathbb{C}$ be a fixed parameter. The walled Brauer algebra $B_{r,s}(\delta)$ is a subalgebra of the classical Brauer algebra $B_{r+s}(\delta)$. This algebra was introduced independently by Turaev [T89] and Koike [Ko89] in the late 1980s motivated in part by a Schur-Weyl duality between $B_{r,s}(m)$ and the general linear group $GL_m(\mathbb{C})$ arising from mutually commuting actions on the “mixed” tensor space $V^{\otimes r} \otimes W^{\otimes s}$, where $V$ is the natural representation of $GL_m(\mathbb{C})$ and $W := V^*$; see also [Betal94].

If $\delta \notin \mathbb{Z}$ then the algebra $B_{r,s}(\delta)$ is semisimple, and its representation theory can be described using character-theoretic methods analogous to the ones used in the study of the complex representation theory of the symmetric group; see e.g. [Ko93, H96, N07]. In case $\delta \in \mathbb{Z}$ the algebra is in general not semisimple, but it was shown in [BS12, Theorem 7.8] that it again can be realized as the endomorphism ring of mixed tensor space, but now for the general linear Lie superalgebra $\mathfrak{gl}(m|n)$ for large enough integers $m, n$, where $\delta = m - n$ is the superdimension of the natural representation.
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As in the Okounkov-Vershik approach to the representation theory of the symmetric groups, the Jucys-Murphy elements play an important role and can be used to lift representations to the associated degenerate affine Hecke algebra. The degenerate affine walled Brauer algebra was introduced independently in [Sa14] and [RS14] playing the analogous role for the walled Brauer algebra as the degenerate affine Hecke algebra for the symmetric group. This algebra and its cyclotomic quotients were studied in [Sa14], [RS14], [BCNR14]. In this paper we consider a special case of a level 2 cyclotomic quotient \( \mathcal{VBr}_{r,t}(\omega; \beta_1^1, \beta_2^1; \beta_1^2, \beta_2^2) \), see Definition 2.8 and prove the main theorem:

**Theorem 1.1.** The walled Brauer algebra \( B_{r,s}(\delta) \) is isomorphic to an idempotent truncation \( f \mathcal{VBr}_{r,t}(\omega; \beta_1^1, \beta_2^1; \beta_1^2, \beta_2^2) f \) of our chosen cyclotomic quotient.

We want to stress that the theorem gives in fact an *explicit* isomorphism, (6.5), between the idempotent truncation and the walled Brauer algebra. This is a nontrivial fact, since the idempotent truncation creates an interesting change in the parameters; the parameter \( \omega_0 \) of the degenerate walled Brauer algebra does not coincide with the parameter \( \delta \) of the walled Brauer algebra. In particular, the isomorphism does not send standard generators to standard generators or to zero, but to a quite nontrivial expression involving inverses of square roots of formal power series. The paper contains therefore in Section 4 a small general treatment about square root and inverses which we believe is of independent interest. They allow us to make sense of the expressions defined in (6.2) which then appear in the main isomorphism theorem. The main inspiration on the way of finding these formulas came from the impressive paper [AMR06] which allowed us to compare the Young orthogonal forms of the two algebras in the special cases when they are both semisimple.

As an application we construct, based on the arguments in [DRV14], elements in the center of the walled Brauer algebra in terms of polynomials satisfying the Q-cancellation property. We conjecture that these elements generate the center. The result is slightly surprising, since the center is not generated (as for instance for the group algebra of the symmetric group) by the symmetric polynomials in the Jucys-Murphy elements as conjectured in [BS12], see Remark 7.3. It would be interesting to realize this center as a cohomology ring of some variety in analogy to e.g. [BS09], [BLPW12].

The main difficulty in the proof is to make sure that the proposed isomorphism is well-defined; see Section 8. This requires to verify the compatibility with the defining relations of the walled Brauer algebra which is done in several separate lemmas. Here one might prefer to have a more economic presentation of the walled Brauer algebra (or walled Brauer category). Although a more elegant presentation can be found in [BCNR14] we stick here to the more classical presentation which is far from being minimal. Despite the fact that we have to check a longer list of relations, each of them appears to be rather straight-forward, as soon as we have set up the correct framework in Section 4. Passing to fewer relations amounts to substantially more difficult proofs and less routine arguments for each of them. Moreover our arguments generalize directly to the Brauer algebra case, [BST15], and we believe also to the quantized walled Brauer algebras from [DDS] and to similar other examples of diagram algebras or other algebras of topological origin.

The pure existence of an isomorphism as in the main theorem can be deduced from the results in [BS12], but requires a nontrivial passage between the walled Brauer algebras, the representation theory of the general linear super group and finally the generalized Khovanov arc algebras. In this way it is impossible to make the isomorphism explicit.
By abstract nonsense our main theorem implies, see Remark 6.4, that the walled Brauer algebra can be equipped with a grading which can be realized in terms of the generalized Khovanov algebras from [BS12], but an explicit graded presentation expressed in the original standard generators is far from being obvious and will be dealt with in a separate paper.

**Conventions.** In the following we fix as ground field the complex numbers \( \mathbb{C} \). By an algebra we always mean an associative unitary algebra over \( \mathbb{C} \). Note that every finite-dimensional algebra comes with a unique maximal set of pairwise orthogonal primitive idempotents. There is then an easy correspondence between finite-dimensional algebras and \( \mathbb{C} \)-linear categories with a finite number of objects: if the algebra \( A \) has the set of pairwise orthogonal idempotents \( 1_1, \ldots, 1_N \), then it is natural to identify \( A \) with a \( \mathbb{C} \)-linear category \( \mathcal{C} \) with \( N \) objects, also denoted by \( 1_1, \ldots, 1_N \), and with homomorphism spaces

\[
\text{Hom}_\mathcal{C}(1_j, 1_l) = 1_j A 1_l.
\]

In the following we will not distinguish between algebras and the corresponding categories. For the whole paper we fix natural numbers \( r, t \in \mathbb{N} \) and \( \delta \in \mathbb{C} \).

**Acknowledgment.** We like to thank Jonathan Brundan and Michael Ehrig for helpful discussions.

2. The degenerate affine walled Brauer category

We start by recalling the definition of the degenerate affine walled Brauer algebra. Denote by \( S_n \) the symmetric group of permutations of \( n \) elements with its simple transpositions \( s_k = (k, k+1) \) for \( k = 1, \ldots, n-1 \) as generators. By an \((r, t)\)-sequence \( a = (a_1, \ldots, a_{r+t}) \) we mean a permutation of the sequence

\[
(\uparrow_r, \ldots, \uparrow_r, \downarrow_t, \ldots, \downarrow_t).
\]

Let \( \text{Seq}_{r,t} \) be the set of \((r, t)\)-sequences and \( J = \{1, \ldots, r + t - 1\} \).

**Definition 2.1.** The walled Brauer algebra \( \text{Br}_{r,t}(\delta) \) is the \( \mathbb{C} \)-algebra on generators

\[
1_a \quad \text{for all } k \in J \text{ and } a \in \text{Seq}_{r,t},
\]

\[
s_k 1_a \quad \text{for all } k \in J \text{ and } a \in \text{Seq}_{r,t} \text{ such that } a_k = a_{k+1},
\]

\[
\hat{s}_k 1_a, e_k 1_a, \hat{e}_k 1_a \quad \text{for all } k \in J \text{ and } a \in \text{Seq}_{r,t} \text{ such that } a_k \neq a_{k+1},
\]

subject to the following relations (where we use \( \hat{s}_k, \hat{e}_k \) to denote both \( s_k, \hat{s}_k \) and \( e_k, \hat{e}_k \) respectively; the relations are assumed to hold for all possible choices that make sense with the convention that expressions like \( s_k 1_a \) are zero if \( a \) is not as in (2.2));

\[\text{(Br1) } \{1_a \mid a \in \text{Seq}_{r,t}\} \text{ is a complete set of pairwise orthogonal idempotents (in particular } \sum_{a \in \text{Seq}_{r,t}} 1_a = 1),\]

\[\text{(Br2) } \begin{array}{l}
(a) (s_k 1_a) 1_a = s_k 1_a, \ (\hat{s}_k 1_a) 1_a = \hat{s}_k 1_a, \ (e_k 1_a) 1_a = e_k 1_a \text{ and } (\hat{e}_k 1_a) 1_a = \hat{e}_k 1_a, \\
(b) s_k 1_a = 1_a s_k 1_a \text{ and } e_k 1_a = 1_a e_k 1_a, \\
(c) \hat{s}_k 1_a = 1_a \hat{s}_k 1_a \text{ and } \hat{e}_k 1_a = 1_a \hat{e}_k 1_a.
\end{array}\]

\[\text{(Br3) } s_k^2 1_a + s_k 1_a = 1_a,\]

\[\text{(Br4) } \begin{array}{l}
(a) \hat{s}_k \hat{s}_j = \hat{s}_j \hat{s}_k \text{ for } |k - j| > 1, \\
(b) \hat{s}_k \hat{s}_{k+1} \hat{s}_k = \hat{s}_{k+1} \hat{s}_k \hat{s}_{k+1},
\end{array}\]

\[\text{(Br5) } e_k^2 = \delta e_k,\]
Starting from (Br3) we used here the abbreviation $s_k$ for the source generators and target points (in informal words, one has additionally cups and caps, and our conventions are that the category $\OB$ is the algebra on basis given by Brauer diagrams on $\#v$ vertices, with the vanishing relations $s_k 1_a = 0$ unless $a_k = a_{k+1}$, and similarly for $e_k$, $s_k$, $e_k$ with the vanishing convention unless $a_k \neq a_{k+1}$.

Remark 2.2. To make the relations more transparent, note that the walled Brauer algebra $\Br_{r,t}(\delta)$ is the algebra on basis given by Brauer diagrams on $2(r+t)$ vertices, with additionally an orientation of each strand such that there are $r$ upwards pointing strands and $t$ downwards pointing strands; multiplication is given by vertical concatenation, where each closed circle is replaced by $\delta$ (see Figures 1 and 2). In order to obtain the presentation given in Definition 2.1, it is enough to consider generators and relations of the Brauer algebra (see for example [Na296 Proposition 1.1]) but equip them with orientations in all possible ways, see [ES14b] for the relation between the Brauer algebras and walled Brauer category. Note that the usual walled Brauer algebra from [BS11 Section 2] is the subalgebra $1_{r-t}:\Br_{r,t}(\delta)1_{r-t}$.

It is possible to consider a more general walled Brauer category $\OB$, which is called oriented Brauer category in [BCNR14], by letting the number of strands vary and including oriented Brauer diagrams with a different number of source and target points (in informal words, one has additionally cups and caps, and our generators $e_k$ and $\hat{e}_k$ are obtained as composition of a cap and a cup). We remark that the category $\OB$ contains all our algebras $\Br_{r,t}(\delta)$ for $r,t \geq 0$. Defining the category $\OB$ as a monoidal category requires fewer generators and relations than our presentation (see [BCNR14 Theorem 1.1]). Nevertheless, our definition will be more handy for the purposes of our proofs.
Because of the diagrammatics we call the sequences a orientations. Note that some orientations can make a relation trivial. For example, it is easy to see that $e_k e_{k+1} e_k = 0$. The following says that that the so-called first Reidemeister relation on diagrams is equivalent to relation $[Br 6d]$

**Lemma 2.3.** Relation $[Br 6d]$ can be replaced with

(2.3) $e_{k+1} s_k e_{k+1} 1_a = e_{k+1} 1_a$ and $e_k s_{k+1} e_k 1_{a'} = e_k 1_{a'}$

for all $a, a' \in Seq_{r,t}$ with $a_k = a_{k+1}$ and $a_{k+1}' = a_{k+2}'$.

**Proof.** Observe that by multiplying on both sides with $e_k$ we have

(2.4) $e_{k+1} s_k e_{k+1} 1_a = e_{k+1} 1_a$ \iff $\hat{c}_{k+1} s_k \hat{e}_{k+1} 1_s a = e_{k+1} 1_s a$.

First, let us check that (2.3) holds. Indeed,

$$e_{k+1} s_k e_{k+1} = e_{k+1} s_k e_{k+1} \hat{e}_{k+1} e_k e_{k+1} = e_{k+1} \hat{e}_{k+1} e_k e_{k+1} \hat{e}_{k+1} e_k e_{k+1}$$

Now suppose instead that (2.3) holds. Then

(2.5) $e_{k+1} e_k e_{k+1} \hat{c}_{k+1} s_k \hat{e}_{k+1} = e_{k+1}$, and we are done. \qed

The following allows us to simplify slightly relation $[Br 4b]$.

**Lemma 2.4.** Instead of $[Br 4b]$, it suffices to impose $s_k s_{k+1} s_k = s_{k+1} s_k s_{k+1}$ and either $\hat{s}_k \hat{s}_{k+1} \hat{s}_k = s_k \hat{s}_{k+1} s_{k+1}$ or $\hat{s}_k \hat{s}_{k+1} \hat{s}_k = \hat{s}_{k+1} s_k \hat{s}_{k+1}$.

**Proof.** It is immediate to check that the three possibilities given in the statement of the lemma are the only nontrivial orientations for the braid relation $[Br 4b]$. Hence it is enough to see that the second one and the third one are equivalent. Indeed, we have

(2.6) $\hat{s}_k \hat{s}_{k+1} \hat{s}_k = s_k \hat{s}_{k+1} s_{k+1} \iff \hat{s}_k \hat{s}_{k+1} \hat{s}_k \hat{s}_{k+1} = \hat{s}_{k+1} s_k \hat{s}_{k+1} \hat{s}_k$.

as we wanted. \qed

We define the Jacys-Murphy elements $\{\xi_1 1_a, \ldots, \xi_{r+t} 1_a\}$ of the walled Brauer category by setting $\xi_1 1_a = 0$ and by the following recursive formulas:

(2.7) $\xi_{k+1} 1_a = \begin{cases} s_k \xi_k s_k 1_a + s_k 1_a & \text{if } a_k = a_{k+1}, \\ s_k \xi_k s_k 1_{s_k a} - e_k 1_{s_k a} & \text{if } a_k \neq a_{k+1} \end{cases}$

where again $\xi_k = \sum_{a \in Seq_{r,t}} \xi_k 1_a$.

**Definition 2.5.** Let $r, t \in \mathbb{N}$ and fix a sequence $\omega = (\omega_k)_{k \in \mathbb{N}}$ of complex parameters. The degenerate affine walled Brauer algebra $WBr_{r,t}(\omega)$ is generated by the generators (2.2) of the walled Brauer algebra and by elements $y_i$ for $1 \leq i \leq r + t$ subject to the above relations $[Br 1],[Br 6]$ and additionally to the following

(Br1) (a) $y_i 1_a = 1_a y_i$, 
   (b) $y_i y_j = y_j y_i$,

(Br2) (a) $s_k y_{i} = y_{i} s_k$ for $i \neq k, k + 1$,
   (b) $\hat{c}_k y_{i} = y_{i} \hat{c}_k$ for $i \neq k, k + 1$,

(Br3) $e_1 y_{i}' e_1 1_a = \omega_i' e_1 1_a$ for $r \in \mathbb{N}$ if $(a_1, a_2) = \uparrow \uparrow$,

(Br4) (a) $s_k y_{k} 1_a - y_{k+1} s_k 1_a = -1_a 1_{s_k a}$ and $s_k y_{k+1} 1_a - y_{k} s_k 1_a = 1_a 1_{s_k a}$,
   (b) $\hat{c}_k y_{k} - y_{k+1} \hat{c}_k = \hat{c}_k$ and $\hat{c}_k y_{k+1} - y_{k} \hat{c}_k = -\hat{c}_k$. 
that in the cyclotomic quotient of level algebra of

Lemma 2.9.

\[ l \]

\[ (2.10) \]

\[ (2.9) \]

Remark 2.7. Let \( \omega_i = \delta \) for all \( i \geq 0 \). Note that we have then a surjective homomorphism \( \mathcal{V Br}_{r,t}(\omega) \to \text{Br}_{r,t}(\delta) \) which maps \( y_i 1_a \to \xi_i 1_a \).

Finally, we give the definition of cyclotomic quotients:

Definition 2.8. Given \( r, t \in \mathbb{N} \) and \( \omega \) as above and additionally complex numbers \( \beta_j^\uparrow, \beta_j^\downarrow \) for \( j = 1, \ldots, l \) then the cyclotomic quotient \( \mathcal{V Br}_{r,t}(\omega; \beta^\uparrow; \beta^\downarrow) \) is the quotient of \( \mathcal{V Br}_{r,t}(\omega) \) obtained by imposing the degenerate affine walled Brauer category \( \mathcal{V Br}_{r,t}(\omega) \) the following additional relations:

\[ (y_1 - \beta_1^\uparrow)(y_1 - \beta_2^\uparrow)\cdots(y_1 - \beta_l^\uparrow)1_a = 0 \quad \text{for every } a \in \text{Seq}_{r,t} \text{ with } a_1 = \uparrow, \]

\[ (y_1 - \beta_1^\downarrow)(y_1 - \beta_2^\downarrow)\cdots(y_1 - \beta_l^\downarrow)1_a = 0 \quad \text{for every } a \in \text{Seq}_{r,t} \text{ with } a_1 = \downarrow. \]

The integer \( l \geq 0 \) is called the level of the cyclotomic quotient. We observe that in the cyclotomic quotient of level \( l \) the parameters \( \omega_j \) for \( j \geq 1 \) are uniquely determined:

Lemma 2.9. Let \( r, t \in \mathbb{N} \), let \( l \) be a non-negative integer and let \( \omega_{j-1}, \beta_j^\uparrow, \beta_j^\downarrow \in \mathbb{C} \) for \( j = 1, \ldots, l \). Then there is at most one choice of parameters \( \omega_k \) for \( k \geq l \) such that the cyclotomic quotient \( \mathcal{V Br}_{r,t}(\omega; \beta^\uparrow; \beta^\downarrow) \) is non-zero.

Proof. This is straightforward, since by relation (Br3) together with the cyclotomic equation (2.9) the parameters \( \omega_j \) must satisfy a linear recurrence relation of degree \( l \), whose characteristic polynomial is exactly (2.9). \( \square \)

We do not claim however that the choice of the other parameters is free.

3. Generalized eigenvalues and eigenspaces

The elements \( \{ y_k 1_a | a \in \text{Seq}_{r,t}, 1 \leq k \leq r + t \} \) generate a commutative subalgebra of \( \mathcal{V Br}_{r,t}(\omega) \). We study their simultaneous (generalized) eigenspaces.

Let \( M \) be a finite-dimensional (left) \( \mathcal{V Br}_{r,t}(\omega) \)-module with its decomposition as \( M = \bigoplus_{a \in \text{Seq}_{r,t}} 1_a M_i \). Then \( M \) can be decomposed further into the direct sum of the generalized simultaneous eigenspaces

\[ M = \bigoplus_{a \in \text{Seq}_{r,t}} 1_a M_i \]

where, for \( N \gg 0 \) sufficiently large, \( (y_k - i_k)^N 1_a M_i = 0 \) for all \( k \).

Lemma 3.1. For all \( 1 \leq k \leq r + t \) we have

\[ s_k 1_a M_i \subseteq 1_a M_i + 1_a M_{i,j}. \]

Proof. Without loss of generality let \( k = 1 \) and \( r + t = 2 \). Let \( B \subseteq \mathcal{V Br}_{r,t}(\omega) \) be the subalgebra generated by \( s = s_1 1_a, y_1 1_a, y_2 1_a \). Consider first the case of a vector \( v \) with proper eigenvalues (not just generalized eigenvalues) \( i_1 \) and \( i_2 \) for \( y_1 \) and \( y_2 \), respectively. Thanks to \([\text{Br}4a]\) the vectors \( v, sv \) span a \( B \)-submodule of \( M \). Let
us assume that they are linearly independent (otherwise the claim is obvious). The action of the elements \( s, y_1 \) and \( y_2 \) in the basis \( \{ v, sv \} \) is then given by the matrices

\[
(3.3) \quad s = \begin{pmatrix} 0 & 1 \\ 1 & 0 \end{pmatrix}, \quad y_1 = \begin{pmatrix} i_1 & -1 \\ 0 & i_2 \end{pmatrix}, \quad y_2 = \begin{pmatrix} i_2 & 1 \\ 0 & i_1 \end{pmatrix}.
\]

This implies that \( sv \) is a sum of two simultaneous eigenvectors for \( y_1, y_2 \) with eigenvalues \( i_1, i_2 \) and \( i_2, i_1 \), respectively.

Let us now turn to the general case. For \( N \geq 0 \) and \( i \in \mathbb{C}^2 \) let \( 1_a M_i^{(N)} = \{ w \in 1_a M_i \mid (y_1 - i)N w = 0 = (y_2 - i)N w \} \). Now fix \( i \) and let \( V^{(N)} = 1_a M_i^{(N)} + 1_a M_{s_i}^{(N)} \). We show by induction that \( V^{(N)} \) is a \( B \)-submodule of \( 1_a M_i \), from which our assertion follows. The case \( N = 0 \) is obvious and \( N = 1 \) is done already. So pick a vector \( v \in V^{(N+1)} \) but \( v \notin V^{(N)} \). Consider the quotient module \( 1_a M_i / V^{(N)} \). The image \( \tilde{v} \) of \( v \) in this quotient is an eigenvector with eigenvalues \( i_1, i_2 \). Hence we can apply the first paragraph of the proof to \( \tilde{v} \), and the claim follows. \( \Box \)

**Lemma 3.2.** For all \( a \in \text{Seq}_{r,t} \) and \( 1 \leq k \leq r + t \) such that \( s_k a \neq a \) we have

\[
(3.4) \quad c_k 1_a M_i \subseteq \left\{ \begin{array}{l}
\emptyset \quad \text{if } i_k + i_{k+1} \neq 0, \\
\bigoplus_{i' \in I} 1_a M_{i'} \quad \text{if } i_k + i_{k+1} = 0,
\end{array} \right.
\]

where \( I = \{ i' \in \mathbb{C}^{r+t} \mid i'_j = i_j \text{ for } j \neq k, k+1 \text{ and } i_k + i_{k+1} = 0 \} \). Analogously

\[
(3.5) \quad \hat{c}_k 1_a M_i \subseteq \left\{ \begin{array}{l}
\emptyset \quad \text{if } i_k + i_{k+1} \neq 0, \\
\bigoplus_{i' \in I} 1_a M_{i'} \quad \text{if } i_k + i_{k+1} = 0,
\end{array} \right.
\]

**Proof.** This is an immediate consequence of relation \([\text{Br5a}]\) \( \Box \)

**Lemma 3.3.** For all \( a \in \text{Seq}_{r,t} \) and \( 1 \leq k \leq r + t \) such that \( s_k a \neq a \) we have

\[
(3.6) \quad \hat{s}_k 1_a M_i \subseteq \left\{ \begin{array}{l}
1_{a_k} M_{\bar{s}_{k+1}} \quad \text{if } i_k + i_{k+1} \neq 0, \\
\bigoplus_{i' \in I} 1_{a_k} M_{i'} \quad \text{if } i_k + i_{k+1} = 0,
\end{array} \right.
\]

where as before \( I = \{ i' \in \mathbb{C}^{r+t} \mid i'_j = i_j \text{ for } j \neq k, k+1 \text{ and } i_k + i_{k+1} = 0 \} \).

**Proof.** Again we may assume \( k = 1 \) and \( r = t = 1 \), and we remove subscripts from \( \hat{s}_1, c_1 \) and \( \hat{c}_1 \). Note that in this case \( I = \{ (i', -i') \in \mathbb{C}^2 \} \). Let \( v \in 1_a M_i \). First, suppose \( i_1 + i_2 = 0 \). Then by relation \([\text{Br4b}]\) and Lemma 3.2 we have \( y_1 \hat{s} v = \hat{s} y_2 v \) and \( y_2 \hat{s} v = y_1 \hat{s} v \), which implies that \( \hat{s} v \in 1_{a_1} M_{\bar{s}_{1+1}} \).

Now suppose that we are in the second case, that is \( i_1 + i_2 = 0 \). Let also \( E \subseteq M \) be the submodule generated by the images of \( e \) and \( \hat{e} \). Note that by relations \([\text{Br4b}]\) and \([\text{Br4d}]\), each element of \( E \) can be written as \( p(y_1) e w' + q(y_1) \hat{e} w'' \) with \( p, q \in \mathbb{C}[y_1] \), and hence it follows by Lemma 3.2 that \( E \subseteq \bigoplus_{i' \in I} (1_{a_k} M_i + 1_{a_k} M_{i'}) \).

Consider now the image \( \hat{v} \) of \( v \) in \( M / E \). Suppose \( (y_1 - i_1)N v = 0 = (y_2 + i_1)N v \). Then \( v \) is in \( 1_{a_k} M_{(-i_1, i_1)} + E \), and we are done. \( \Box \)

We end this section with a rather technical result which will be important for the proof of our main theorem.

**Lemma 3.4.** Let \( M \) be a finite-dimensional \( \mathbb{W}B_{r,t}(\omega) \)-module, and let \( 1_a M_i \) be a generalized eigenspace of \( M \). For an index \( k \) suppose that either

(a) \( a_k = a_{k+1}, i_{k+1} \neq i_k, i_k \neq \pm 1 \) and \( (y_k - i_{k+1}) 1_a M_{i_{k+1}} = 0 \), or

(b) \( a_k \neq a_{k+1}, i_k + i_{k+1} \neq 0 \) and \( (y_k - i_{k+1}) 1_a M_{i_{k+1}} = 0 \).

Then \( (y_{k+1} - i_{k+1}) 1_a M_i = 0 \), that is \( y_{k+1} \) has proper eigenvalue \( i_{k+1} \) on \( 1_a M_i \).
Proof. By contradiction suppose that there is a nonzero vector $v \in \mathfrak{l}_a M_0$ with $w = (y_{k+1} - i_{k+1}) v \neq 0$. We can assume $(y_{k+1} - i_{k+1})^2 v = 0$. First suppose we are in case (a). Then by Lemma 3.3 we know that $s_k v \in \mathfrak{l}_a M_0 + \mathfrak{l}_a M_{sk}$. By hypothesis we have $(y_{k+1} - i_{k+1})^N s_k v = 0$ for all $N \gg 0$. But then we also have

$$
0 = (y_{k+1} - i_{k+1})^N (y_k - i_{k+1}) s_k v \\
= (y_{k+1} - i_{k+1})^N s_k (y_k - i_{k+1} - i_{k+1})v - (y_{k+1} - i_{k+1})^N v \\
= s_k (y_k - i_{k+1})^N w + \sum_{l+t+h = N-1} (y_{k+1} - i_{k+1})^l (y_k - i_{k+1})^h w \\
= s_k (y_k - i_{k+1})^N w + (y_k - i_{k+1})^{N-1} w,
$$

where for the third equality we used the relation from [Sa14, Lemma 2.9]. Applying $s_k$ we get $(y_k - i_{k+1})^N w = -s_k (y_k - i_{k+1})^{N-1} w$ for all $N \gg 0$, and hence $(y_k - i_{k+1})^N w = (y_k - i_{k+1})^{N-2} w$. Recall that $w \neq 0$, and note that since $i_{k+1}$ is different from $i_k$, which is the generalized eigenvalue of $y_k$ on $w$, the vectors $(y_k - i_{k+1})^N w$ are always nonzero for all $N$. In particular, for $N \gg 0$, setting $z = (y_k - i_{k+1})^{N-2} w$ we get $(y_k - i_{k+1})^2 z = z$. This implies that $\pm 1$ is an eigenvalue of $(y_k - i_{k+1})$, hence $i_k + 1 \pm 1$ is an eigenvalue of $y_k$ on $\mathfrak{l}_a M_0$. But since we are assuming $i_k \neq i_{k+1} \pm 1$, this is a contradiction.

Now let us suppose we are in case (b). Then by Lemma 3.3 above we have $s_k v \in \mathfrak{l}_{sk} \mathfrak{M}_{sk}$. By hypothesis, $y_k$ has proper eigenvalue $i_{k+1}$ on $\mathfrak{l}_{sk} \mathfrak{M}_{sk}$, hence $(y_k - i_{k+1}) s_k v = 0$. But $(y_k - i_{k+1}) s_k v = s_k (y_k - i_{k+1} - i_{k+1}) v + \epsilon_k v = s_k (y_k - i_{k+1} - i_{k+1}) v$ by Lemma 3.2 Hence $s_k (y_k - i_{k+1} - i_{k+1}) v = 0$ and also $(y_k - i_{k+1})^2 v = 0$, which gives a contradiction. \hfill $\Box$

4. INVERSES AND SQUARE ROOTS IN FINITE-DIMENSIONAL ALGEBRAS

We summarize a few easy, but important facts which tell us when we are allowed to take inverses and square roots of elements of a finite dimensional algebra. We start by considering quotients of a polynomial ring.

**Lemma 4.1.** Let $f(x) \in \mathbb{C}[x]$, $a \in \mathbb{C}$ and $j \geq 0$. Then $f(x)$ is invertible in $\mathbb{C}[x]/(x-a)^j$ if and only if $(x-a) \nmid f(x)$. Moreover, in this case $f(x)$ has a square root in $\mathbb{C}[x]/(x-a)^j$.

**Proof.** The first claim is clear, since $\mathbb{C}[x]/(x-a)^j$ is a local ring. Hence assume $f(x)$ is invertible in $\mathbb{C}[x]/(x-a)^j$. By translation it suffices to consider the case $a = 0$. Since $x \nmid f(x)$, we can suppose, up to a multiple, that $f(x) = 1 + g(x)$ with $x \mid g(x)$. Consider the formal power series

$$
(4.1) \quad \sum_{n=0}^{\infty} \frac{(-1)^n (2n)!}{(1-2n)(n!)^2 4^n} t^n = 1 + \frac{1}{2} t - \frac{1}{8} t^2 + \frac{1}{16} t^3 - \frac{5}{128} t^4 + \cdots
$$

in $\mathbb{C}[[t]]$. The expression (4.1) gives an explicit square root of $1 + t$. In $\mathbb{C}[[t]]/t^j \cong \mathbb{C}[t]/t^j$ the sum becomes finite, and (4.1) still gives a square root of $1 + t$. Substituting $t = g(x)$ in (4.1), we have a finite sum in $\mathbb{C}[x]/x^j$ which squares to $1 + g(x) = f(x)$. \hfill $\Box$

The previous lemmas can be applied to arbitrary finite-dimensional algebra:

**Proposition 4.2.** Let still $f(x) \in \mathbb{C}[x]$. Assume $B$ is a finite-dimensional algebra, and let $x_0 \in B$. Suppose that $(x-a) \nmid f(x)$ for all $a \in \mathbb{C}$ which are generalized eigenvalues for the action of $x_0$ on the regular representation. Then $f(x_0) \in B$ has a (unique) inverse and a (non-unique) square root.
Proof. Consider the commutative subalgebra \( C \subseteq B \) generated by \( x_0 \). By elementary linear algebra, \( C \) is isomorphic to the quotient of a polynomial ring. Hence, if \( a_1, \ldots, a_n \) are the generalized eigenvalues of \( x_0 \), the Chinese Remainder Theorem implies

\[
C \cong \mathbb{C}[t]/(t - a_1)\mathbb{C}[t]/(t - a_2)\cdots\mathbb{C}[t]/(t - a_n),
\]

as algebras via the assignment \( x_0 \mapsto t \). By assumption, Lemma 4.1 can be applied to each summand. Hence the projection of \( f(t) \) onto each summand is invertible. In particular, \( f(t) \) is invertible in \( C \). Moreover, by Lemma 4.1 each component has a square root, and hence \( f(x_0) \) has a square root in \( C \). Observe that the inverse is unique (since if an element inside a non-necessarily-commutative ring has inverses on both sides then they agree and are unique), while for the square root we have at least \( n \) possibilities, corresponding to choosing a sign in each summand.

Let as before \( x_0 \in B \) be an element of a finite-dimensional algebra, and let \( a \in \mathbb{C} \). If \( a \) is not a generalized eigenvalue of \( x_0 \) then by Proposition 1.2 we can write expressions like

\[
\frac{1}{x_0 - a}, \quad \sqrt{x_0 - a}, \quad \sqrt[\eta_{x_0 \neq a}]{\frac{1}{x_0 - a}}.
\]

As we remarked, the square root is not unique, but we make one choice once and for all, so that for example \((\sqrt{x_0 - a})^2 = x_0 - a\).

Suppose now that \( a \) is a generalized eigenvalue of \( x_0 \). What we can do then is to consider the idempotent \( \eta_{x_0 \neq a} \) projecting onto the generalized eigenspaces of \( x_0 \) with eigenvalues different from \( a \), and define

\[
\frac{1}{x_0 - a} = \frac{1}{\eta_{x_0 \neq a}(x_0 - a)\eta_{x_0 \neq a}}
\]

in the idempotent truncation \( \eta_{x_0 \neq a}B\eta_{x_0 \neq a} \), and similarly for the square root. Note that the notation \((4.4)\), although handy, is extremely dangerous since for instance when we simplify we must remember the idempotent:

\[
(x_0 - a)\frac{1}{x_0 - a} = \eta_{x_0 \neq a}.
\]

5. Cyclotomic Quotients and Category \( O \)

Fix additionally two positive integers \( m,n \in \mathbb{Z}_{>0} \) and let now \( \delta \in \mathbb{Z} \). Let \( g = gl_{m+n} \) be the complex general linear Lie algebra with standard triangular decomposition \( g = n^- \oplus h \oplus n^+ \). Consider the standard parabolic subalgebra \( p = (gl_m \oplus gl_n) + n^+ \) corresponding to the Levi subalgebra \( gl_m \oplus gl_n \subseteq gl_{m+n} \). Let \( \varepsilon_1, \ldots, \varepsilon_{m+n} \) be the standard basis of \( h^* \), and set

\[
\rho = -\varepsilon_2 - 2\varepsilon_3 - \cdots - (m + n - 1)\varepsilon_{m+n}.
\]

Moreover define

\[
\delta = -\delta(\varepsilon_1 + \cdots + \varepsilon_m).
\]

Let \( O(m,n) = O_{m,n}(gl_{m+n}) \) be the integral parabolic BGG category \( O \) that is, see [H08], the full subcategory of representations of \( g \) consisting of finitely generated \( gl_{m+n} \)-modules that are locally finite over \( p \), semisimple over \( h \), and have all integral weights. This category is studied extensively in [BS11]. It is easy to see that the elements from

\[
\Lambda(m,n) = \left\{ \lambda \in h^* \middle| (\lambda + \rho, \varepsilon_j) \in \mathbb{Z} \text{ for all } 1 \leq j \leq m + n, \right. \nonumber
\]

\[
\left. (\lambda + \rho, \varepsilon_1) > \cdots > (\lambda + \rho, \varepsilon_m), \right. \nonumber
\]

\[
(\lambda + \rho, \varepsilon_{m+1}) > \cdots > (\lambda + \rho, \varepsilon_{m+n}) \}
\]
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Definition 5.1. Let the cyclotomic parameters be

\[
\beta_1^1 = -\delta + \frac{m+n}{2}, \quad \beta_1^2 = \frac{n-m}{2},
\]
\[
\beta_2^1 = \frac{m+n}{2}, \quad \beta_2^2 = \delta + \frac{m-n}{2},
\]
\[
\omega_0 = m+n, \quad \omega_1 = -\delta m + \frac{(m+n)^2}{2}.
\]

It follows from Lemma 2.19 that there is at most one choice of the parameters \(\omega_j\) for \(j \geq 2\) such that the cyclotomic walled Brauer category \(\mathbb{V}BR_{r,t}(\omega; \beta_1^1, \beta_2^1; \beta_1^2, \beta_2^2)\) is nontrivial. We fix from now on this choice and abbreviate

\[
\mathbb{V}BR_{r+t}^{\text{cycl}} = \mathbb{V}BR_{r+t}(\omega; \beta_1^1, \beta_2^1; \beta_1^2, \beta_2^2) \quad \text{and} \quad \mathbb{V}BR_a^{\text{cycl}} = 1_a \mathbb{V}BR_{r+t}^{\text{cycl}} 1_a.
\]

We recall the main result of [Sa14]:

Theorem 5.2. Suppose that \(m, n \geq r + t\). Then for all \(a \in \text{Seq}_{r,t}\) we have an isomorphism of algebras

\[
\mathbb{V}BR_a^{\text{cycl}} \cong \text{End}_{\mathbb{C}^{p_{l+m+n}}(M^p(\delta) \otimes V^a)},
\]

where \(V^a = V^{a_1} \otimes \cdots \otimes V^{a_{r+t}}\). In particular, \(\dim \mathbb{V}BR_a^{\text{cycl}} = 2^{r+t}(r+t)!\).

Note that \(M^p(\delta) \otimes V^a\) has a Verma flag, i.e. a filtration with subquotients isomorphic to parabolic Verma modules. Although the filtration is not unique, the multiplicity with which a Verma module occurs is, see [H08, Theorem 9.8 (f)]. Following [Sa14] Section 7 we explain now the combinatorics of these multiplicities using 4-Young diagrams. (We explain it in detail, since there are a few inaccuracies in loc. cit.).

Recall that a Young diagram is a collection of boxes arranged in left-justified rows with the number of boxes per row weakly decreasing from top to bottom. The content of the box in the \(r\)-th row and \(c\)-th column (counting from the left to the right and from the top to the bottom, and starting with 0) is \(r-c\).

A rotated Young diagram is a Young diagram rotated by 180 degrees. The content of its boxes is by definition the content of the original box in the original Young diagram (Figure 3).

Consider now an infinite vertical strip consisting of \(m+n\) infinite columns, numbered \(m+n, m+n-1, \ldots, 1\) from the left to the right. Let \(v\) be the vertical line separating the leftmost \(n\) columns from the remaining \(m\) columns. Fix also a horizontal line \(o\). The lines \(o\) and \(v\) divide our strip into four regions. We define a 4-Young diagram to be a collection of boxes in this strip, such that in the two regions underneath the horizontal line \(o\) we have two Young diagrams and in the two regions above \(o\) we have two rotated Young diagrams, arranged such that no column contains boxes both above and below \(o\) (see Figure 4).
 Proposition 5.3 obtained from sequences of 4-Young diagrams such that $M$ adding a box (in this case we also say that $\beta'$)

Given a 4-Young diagram $Y$, let $b_i(Y)$ be the number of boxes in the column $i$ of $Y$, multiplied by 1 or $-1$ depending if the boxes are above or below the line $o$. Then to the diagram $Y$ we associate a weight $w(Y) \in \Lambda(m, n)$ defined by

$$w(Y) = b_{m+n}(Y)\varepsilon_{m+n} + b_{m+n-1}(Y)\varepsilon_{m+n-1} + \ldots b_1(Y)\varepsilon_1.$$  

By definition a 4-Young diagram $Y$ is the union of four Young diagrams. We define the content of a box in $Y$ to be the content in its Young diagram, shifted by $\beta_1, \beta_2, \beta_3$ and $\beta_4$ as indicated in Figure 4.

Given a 4-Young diagram $Y$, let $b_j(Y)$ be the number of boxes in the column $i$ of $Y$, multiplied by 1 or $-1$ depending if the boxes are above or below the line $o$. Then to the diagram $Y$ we associate a weight $w(Y) \in \Lambda(m, n)$ defined by

$$w(Y) = b_{m+n}(Y)\varepsilon_{m+n} + b_{m+n-1}(Y)\varepsilon_{m+n-1} + \ldots b_1(Y)\varepsilon_1.$$  

Given a 4-Young diagram $Y$, we may obtain another 4-Young diagram $Y'$ by adding a box (in this case we also say that $Y'$ is obtained by removing a box from $Y$). We will use the expressions adding and removing boxes only if the result is again a 4-Young diagram. For an $(r, t)$-sequence $a$ define $Y_a$ to be the set

$$\{Y_s = (Y_0, Y_1, \ldots, Y_{r+t})\}$$

of sequences of 4-Young diagrams such that $Y_0$ is the empty diagram and $Y_{r+t}$ is obtained from $Y_j$ by

- adding a box above $o$ or removing a box below $o$ if $a_j = 1$,
- removing a box above $o$ or adding a box below $o$ if $a_j = -1$.

Proposition 5.3 ([Sa14] Lemma 7.1 and Proposition 7.3). Suppose $m, n \geq r + t$. Then there is a bijection between $Y_a$ and the parabolic Verma modules appearing in a Verma filtration of $M^P(\delta) \otimes V^a$ (counted with multiplicities) such that the following holds

(a) The Verma module corresponding to $Y_s = (Y_0, \ldots, Y_{r+t})$ is isomorphic to $M(\delta + w(Y_{r+t}))$.

(b) For $j = 1, \ldots, r + t$ let $v_j = 1$ if $Y_j$ is obtained from $Y_{j-1}$ by adding a box of content $i_j$, otherwise let $v_j = -1$ if $Y_j$ is obtained from $Y_{j-1}$ by removing a box of content $i_j$. Then the Verma module $M(\delta + w(Y_{r+t}))$ corresponding to $Y_s$ is contained in the generalized eigenspace for the $v_k$'s with generalized eigenvalues $(v_1i_1, \ldots, v_{r+t}i_{r+t})$. 

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{4-YoungDiagram.png}
\caption{A 4-Young diagram with the contents in the boxes. The corresponding weight is $4\varepsilon_1 + \varepsilon_2 - \varepsilon_{m-1} - 3\varepsilon_m + 3\varepsilon_{m+1} + \varepsilon_{m+2} - \varepsilon_{m+n-1} - 2\varepsilon_{m+n}$.}
\end{figure}
**Definition 5.4.** We call a generalized eigenvalue for $y_k$ small if it corresponds to the content of a box belonging to one of the two Young diagrams in the middle, adjacent to the vertical line $v$. Otherwise we call it large.

For the rest of the paper, we make the following assumption:

**Assumption 5.5.** We suppose that $m$ and $n$ are big enough and close enough to each other, in the sense that $|\beta_2^1 + r + t < \beta_1^1$ and $|\beta_2 + r + t < \beta_1^1$.

For example, one could choose $m = n$, and $r + t + |d| < m$. In the combinatorial partition calculus, this means that the two middle Young diagrams in the 4–Young diagram are always far away from the external Young diagrams, and the small eigenvalues are always smaller, in absolute value, than the large ones.

**Definition 5.6.** For all $k = 1, \ldots, r + t$ let $\eta_k 1_a \in \mathcal{VB}_a^{\text{cyl}}$ be the idempotent projecting onto the generalized eigenspaces of $y_k 1_a$ with eigenvalues different from $\beta_1^{(a)}$. Let also $f_k 1_a = \eta_k \eta_{k-1} \cdots \eta_1 1_a$ and $f 1_a = f_{r+t} 1_a$. Finally, let $f = \sum_a f 1_a$.

Observe that $\eta_k 1_a$ can be expressed as a polynomial in $y_k 1_a$; this will be important when we describe its relationship with elements in the algebra.

**Remark 5.7.** It follows by the partition calculus that if $y_k 1_a$ has a large generalized eigenvalue on some composition factor, then there exists an index $j \leq k$ such that $y_j 1_a$ has generalized eigenvalue $\beta_1^{(a)}$ on the same composition factor. In particular, $f$ projects onto the generalized eigenspaces with small eigenvalues.

Let $\mathcal{O}(m, n) \subseteq \mathcal{O}(m, n)$ be the full subcategory containing all simple modules $L(\lambda)$ for $\lambda \in \mathcal{A}(m, n)$, where

$$\mathcal{A}(m, n) = \{ \lambda \in \mathcal{A}(m, n) | -(m + n - 1) \leq (\lambda + \rho, \varepsilon_j) \leq 0 \text{ for all } j \}.$$

Note that this set is the union of orbits for the action of the Weyl group of $\mathfrak{g}$, hence it follows, [HOS 4.9] that $\mathcal{O}(m, n)$ is a direct summand of $\mathcal{O}(m, n)$; in particular, there is a projection $\pi : \mathcal{O}(m, n) \rightarrow \mathcal{O}(m, n)$ and an inclusion $\iota : \mathcal{O}(m, n) \rightarrow \mathcal{O}(m, n)$.

By the partition calculus, an indecomposable summand $S$ appearing in the decomposition of $M(\Delta) \otimes V^a$ as $\mathfrak{g}$–module has small generalized eigenvalues for the action of $\mathcal{VB}_a^{\text{cyl}}$ if and only if $S \in \mathcal{O}(m, n)$. Let $F^\dagger : \mathcal{O}(m, n) \rightarrow \mathcal{O}(m, n)$ denote the functor $\pi \circ (\otimes V^\dagger) \circ \iota$, where $\dagger$ is either $\downarrow$ or $\uparrow$, and let $F^a = F^{a+r+t} \circ \cdots \circ F^a$.

As a direct consequence of Theorem 5.2 using the definitions we obtain:

**Corollary 5.8.** The isomorphism (5.6) induces an isomorphism

$$\dim \text{End}_{\mathfrak{g}}(F^a M^p(\Delta)) = (r + t)!$$

**Lemma 5.9.** For all $a \in \text{Seq}_{r,t}$ we have

$$\dim \text{End}_{\mathfrak{g}}(F^a M^p(\Delta)) = (r + t)!$$

**Proof.** Note that we have pairs of biadjoint functors $(\otimes V^\dagger, \otimes V^\dagger)$ and $(\iota, \pi)$. Hence, the functors $F^\dagger$ and $F^\ddagger$ are biadjoint as well. Let us now prove that the functors $F^\dagger$ and $F^\dagger$ commute. Consider $X \in \mathcal{O}(m, n)$. Then of course $\pi(X \otimes V \otimes V^*) \cong \pi(X \otimes V^* \otimes V)$. Now we have

$$\pi(X \otimes V \otimes V^*) = F^\dagger F^\dagger(X) \oplus \pi((1 - \pi)(X \otimes V) \otimes V^*),$$

$$\pi(X \otimes V^* \otimes V) = F^\dagger F^\dagger(X) \oplus \pi((1 - \pi)(X \otimes V^*) \otimes V).$$

It follows by the theory of projective functors on category $\mathcal{O}$ (see in particular [HOS Theorem 7.8]) that $\pi((1 - \pi)(X \otimes V) \otimes V^*) \cong X \cong \pi((1 - \pi)(X \otimes V^*) \otimes V)$, and hence we must have $F^\dagger F^\dagger(X) \cong F^\dagger F^\dagger(X)$. 
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Since \( F^\uparrow \) and \( F^\downarrow \) commute and are biadjoint, it is enough to consider the case \( a_k = \uparrow \) for all \( k \). Note that by our assumption the module \( M^p(\delta) \) is projective, since \( \delta \) is maximal among all weights \( \lambda \) in its dot orbit such that the simple module \( L(\lambda) \) belongs to the parabolic category \( \overline{O}(m,n) \). By the same argument, all parabolic Verma which are composition factors of \((F^\uparrow)^{r+s}(M^p(\delta))\) are also projective, hence \( \text{End}_{\mathfrak{gl}_{m+n}}((F^\uparrow)^{r+s}(M^p(\delta))) \) is semisimple. Its dimension is then given by the following well-known counting formula: if the composition factors are \( M(\lambda_1), \ldots, M(\lambda_N) \) and they appear \( \kappa_1, \ldots, \kappa_N \) times respectively, then the dimension is \( \sum \kappa_j^2 \).

In our case, by Proposition 5.3 the summands appearing are parametrized by Young diagrams with \( r+t \) boxes (note that in this particular case we are only adding boxes in the middle Young diagram above the horizontal line \( o \)). The summand corresponding to the Young diagram \( Y \) occurs \( f_Y \) times, where \( f_Y \) is the number of paths of Young diagrams \( Y_0 = \varnothing, Y_1, \ldots, Y_{r+t} = Y \) such that \( Y_{k+1} \) is obtained by adding a box to \( Y_k \). It is well-known that \( f_Y \) is equal to the number of standard tableaux of shape \( Y \), and \( \sum_Y f_Y^2 = (r+t)! \), see [F97, Chapter 4], and this proves our claim.

\[ \square \]

### 6. The Isomorphism Theorem

We still assume that Assumption 5.5 holds. Recall that we defined \( \mathfrak{f} \mathfrak{l}_a \in \mathfrak{WBr}_a^{\text{cycl}} \) to be the idempotent projecting onto the direct sum of the generalized eigenspaces with small eigenvalues, see Definitions 5.6 and 5.4.

We let \( \text{rev}(\uparrow) = \downarrow \) and \( \text{rev}(\downarrow) = \uparrow \). Set
\begin{equation}
(6.1) \quad b_k = \sum_a (\beta_1^{\text{rev}(a_k)} + y_k) 1_a, \quad c_k = \sum_a (\beta_1^{a_k} - y_k) 1_a
\end{equation}
and
\begin{equation}
(6.2) \quad Q_k = \sqrt{\frac{b_{k+1}}{b_k}} f
\end{equation}
where for the definition of inverses and square roots we refer to Section 4.

**Definition 6.1.** Let \( a \) be an \((r,s)\)-sequence. Define
\begin{align*}
(6.3) & \quad \sigma_k 1_a = -Q_k s_k Q_k 1_a + \frac{1}{b_k} \mathfrak{f} \mathfrak{l}_a, & \hat{\sigma}_k 1_a = -Q_k \hat{s}_k Q_k 1_a, \\
(6.4) & \quad \tau_k 1_a = Q_k \epsilon_k Q_k 1_a, & \hat{\tau}_k 1_a = Q_k \hat{\epsilon}_k Q_k 1_a.
\end{align*}

We are now ready to state our main result, the following Isomorphism Theorem:

**Theorem 6.2.** The assignments
\begin{align*}
(6.5) & \quad 1_a \mapsto 1_a, \quad s_k 1_a \mapsto \sigma_k 1_a, \quad \hat{s}_k 1_a \mapsto \hat{\sigma}_k 1_a, \\
& \quad e_k 1_a \mapsto \tau_k 1_a, \quad \hat{e}_k 1_a \mapsto \hat{\tau}_k 1_a
\end{align*}
define an isomorphism \( \Phi : \text{Br}_{r,s}(-\delta) \cong \mathfrak{f} \mathfrak{WBr}_r^{\text{cycl}} \mathfrak{f} \).

**Remark 6.3.** The main feature of our isomorphism is the change of the walled Brauer parameter from \( \omega_0 \) to \( \delta \), and indeed the most important relation that we will need to prove is \( \tau_k^2 1_a = -\sigma_k 1_a \). Essentially, this amounts to check that
\begin{equation}
(6.6) \quad \frac{1}{\beta_k^{2k}} \hat{e}_k 1_a = e_k 1_a.
\end{equation}
see Lemma 6.4. By [Sa14, Proposition 2.13] (following an idea from [Naz96] further developed in [AMR06]) we can take a formal variable \( u \) and write
\begin{equation}
(6.7) \quad \frac{1}{u - y_k} e_k 1_a = \frac{W_k(u)}{u} e_k 1_a.
\end{equation}
where $W^p(u)$ is a formal power series in $u^{-1}$. We may now be tempted to replace $u = -\beta_1^{a_k}$ and be able to compute $W^p_k(-\beta_1^{a_k}) = \beta_1^{a_k}$, and hence obtain (6.6) from (6.7). Now, while this can be made formal in the semisimple case (by using the eigenvalues of $y_e$, as done several times in [AMR06]), it gets much more tricky in the non-semisimple case. Hence we need to take another way using the formalism from Section 5. We believe that our ideas can be useful for extending arguments from [AMR06] to the non-semisimple case.

Remark 6.4. By [Sa14] Theorem 6.10 the algebra $WBr^{cycl}_{r,s}$ can be equipped with the structure of a graded cellular and Koszul algebra. Exactly the same arguments as in [ES14a Section 5] imply then that $Br_{r,s}(-\delta) \cong fWBr^{cycl}_{r,s}f$ is graded cellular and, in case $\delta \neq 0$, even Koszul.

Proof of Isomorphism Theorem 6.3 First, we show that the elements in Definition 6.1 satisfy the defining relations of the walled Brauer algebra, and so (6.5) give a well-defined map $\Phi : Br_{r,s}(-\delta) \cong fWBr^{cycl}_{r,s}f$. The relations (Br1) and (Br2) are straightforward. The relation (Br3) is given by Lemmas 8.3 and 8.6. The relation (Br4a) is straightforward. For the relation (Br4b) by Lemma 2.4 it is sufficient to consider two possible orientations, which we check in Lemmas 8.17 and 8.18. The relation (Br5) is given by Lemma 8.4. The relations (Br6a) are obvious. The relation (Br6b) is given by Lemma 8.10. The relations (Br6c) are given by Lemmas 8.13, 8.14, 8.15 and 8.16. Finally, by Lemma 2.3 the relation (Br6d) can be replaced by (2.3), which we check in Lemmas 8.11 and 8.12.

We now show that $\Phi$ is surjective. From [Sa14 Proposition 6.8] we know that every element of $WBr^{cycl}_{r,s}$ is a linear combination of elements of the form $p_1wp_21_a$, where $p_1, p_2 \in \mathbb{C}[y_1, \ldots, y_{r+s}]$ with degree $\leq 1$ in each variable and $w = x_1 \cdots x_N$ where $x_1 \in \{s_k, e_k, \hat{s}_k, \hat{e}_k \mid 1 \leq k \leq r+s\}$ for $1 \leq \ell \leq N$. We call such a presentation $x_1 \cdots x_N 1_a$ for $w 1_a$ a reduced word if $N$ is chosen minimally.

Since by Lemma 6.6 below all the elements $y_k f 1_a$ are in the image of $\Phi$, it suffices to show that $fx_1 \cdots x_N f 1_a \in \text{Im } \Phi$ for any reduced word $x_1 \cdots x_N 1_a$. We show this by induction on the number $N + \# \{k \mid x_k = \hat{s}_k \}$.

For the base case of the induction the claim is clear, since $y_k f 1_a \in \text{Im } \Phi$, and so also all the polynomials expressions in the $y_k$’s (and in particular the elements $b_k f 1_a$, their inverses and their square roots) are in the image of $\Phi$, and then it follows by inverting the expressions in (6.3) and (6.4) that also $f_\hat{s}_k f 1_a$, $f_\hat{e}_k f 1_a$, $f_{\hat{s}_k} f 1_a$ and $f_{\hat{e}_k} f 1_a$ are in the image of $\Phi$.

Let us now turn to the inductive step. Consider a reduced word $x_1 \cdots x_N 1_a$ and assume $x_N \in \{s_k, e_k, \hat{s}_k, \hat{e}_k \}$ for some $1 \leq \ell \leq r + s$. By induction, we know that $fx_1 \cdots x_{N-1} f cf x_N f 1_a$ is in the image of $\Phi$, since all three factors are. We can then move out the idempotent $f$ thanks to Lemma 6.6 below and we have

$$fx_1 \cdots x_{N-1} f cf x_N f 1_a = fx_1 \cdots x_{N-1} e x_N f 1_a$$

$$= \beta_1 fx_1 \cdots x_{N-1} x_N f 1_a - fx_1 \cdots x_{N-1} y e x_N f 1_a$$

$$= \beta_1 fx_1 \cdots x_{N-1} x_N f 1_a + \begin{cases} fx_1 \cdots x_{N-1} x_N y_j f 1_a & \text{for some } j, \\ y_j f x_1 \cdots x_{N-1} x_N f 1_a & \text{for some } j \end{cases}$$

+ smaller terms,

where $\beta_1$ can be either $\beta_1^1$ or $\beta_1^1$, depending on $a$ and on $x_N$. Here the last equality is possible because the word was assumed to be reduced, hence the element $y_e$ can be moved out to one of the two sides by using repeatedly relations (B3) and (B5).

By looking at these relations, we see that the smaller terms do not contain any $y_k$’s, and are moreover either of length smaller than $N$ or of length $N$ but with strictly less $\hat{s}_k$’s than the word $fx_1 \cdots x_N f 1_a$. Hence by induction we can assume that all
the smaller terms are contained in the image of $\Phi$. Since $\frac{1}{\beta \circ y}$, $f \in \text{Im } \Phi$, it follows that $f x_1 \cdots f x_N f_1 a \in \text{Im } \Phi$. This concludes the proof of surjectivity.

Finally, it follows that $\Phi$ is an isomorphism by comparing dimensions: the dimension of $1_a \Br_{r-t} (-\delta) 1_{a'}$ in the walled Brauer category is well known to be $(r+t)$. [BS11 (2.2)], and we are left to show that this is also the dimension of $1_a f \VBr_{r,t}^{\text{cycl}} f 1_{a'}$. If $a = a'$ then this follows from Corollary 5.8 and Lemma 5.9.

Otherwise, let $w = s_1 \cdots s_N$ be a reduced expression of a permutation $w$ such that $wa = a'$. Then pre-composing with $\sigma_1, \cdots, \sigma_N 1_a$ defines an isomorphism of vector spaces

\begin{equation}
1_a f \VBr_{r,t}^{\text{cycl}} f 1_{a'} \cong f \VBr_{r,t}^{\text{cycl}} f
\end{equation}

with inverse $\sigma_1, \cdots, \sigma_{i_N}$, and we are done.

Remark 6.5. Theorem 6.2 can be easily extended to an isomorphism between the oriented $\mathcal{OB}$ (see Remark 2.2) and an idempotent truncation of the cyclotomic oriented Brauer category $\mathcal{OB}'$ of level 2 (which, as defined in [BCNR14], is a quotient of $\mathcal{AOB}$, see Remark 2.6). Using the notation $\xi_k$ and $\eta_k$ from [BCNR14] Section 1 for the cup and the cap with $k$ strands to the left of the cup/cap (so that $\tilde{c}_k 1_a = c_k \partial_k 1_a$, where $a_k, a_{k+1} = \downarrow^1$), one just needs to extend the isomorphism (6.5) by setting

\begin{equation}
1_{s_k a} c_k \mapsto 1_{s_k a} Q_k c_k \quad \text{and} \quad \partial_k 1_a \mapsto \partial_k Q_k 1_a.
\end{equation}

The only thing left to prove is that the adjunction relations [BCNR14 (1.4) and (1.5)] hold, but this is straightforward.

Lemma 6.6. We have $\Phi((\xi_k - \beta_2^{a_k}) 1_a) = -y_k f 1_a$ for all $k$ and $a$.

Proof. We prove the statement by induction. First, consider the case $k = 1$. Then $-y_1 f 1_a = -\beta_2^{a_1} f 1_a$ and $\Phi((\xi_1 - \beta_2^{a_1}) 1_a) = \Phi(-\beta_2^{a_1} 1_a) = -\beta_2^{a_1} f 1_a$. Let us now show the inductive step. First suppose that $a_k = a_{k+1}$. Then

\begin{equation}
\Phi((\xi_{k-1} - \beta_2^{a_k+1}) 1_a) = \Phi(s_k (\xi_k - \beta_2^{a_k}) s_k 1_a + s_k 1_a)
= -\sigma_k y_k \sigma_k 1_a + \sigma_k 1_a
= Q_k s_k y_k \sigma_k 1_a - \frac{1}{b_k} y_k \sigma_k 1_a + \sigma_k 1_a
= Q_k y_{k+1} s_k Q_k \sigma_k 1_a + Q_k \sigma_k 1_a - \frac{1}{b_k} y_k \sigma_k 1_a + \sigma_k 1_a
= -y_{k+1} (Q_k s_k Q_k + \frac{1}{b_k}) \sigma_k 1_a + \frac{y_{k+1}}{b_k} \sigma_k 1_a - \frac{b_{k+1} + y_k - \frac{1}{b_k}}{b_k} \sigma_k 1_a
= -y_{k+1} \sigma_k^2 1_a = -y_{k+1} f 1_a.
\end{equation}

Otherwise, if $a_k \neq a_{k+1}$ then

\begin{equation}
\Phi((\xi_{k+1} - \beta_2^{a_{k+1}}) 1_a) = \Phi(s_k (\xi_k - \beta_2^{a_{k+1}}) s_k 1_a - e_k 1_a)
= -\sigma_k y_k \sigma_k 1_a - e_k 1_a
= Q_k s_k Q_k y_k \tilde{e}_k 1_a - e_k 1_a
= Q_k y_{k+1} s_k Q_k \tilde{e}_k 1_a + Q_k \tilde{e}_k Q_k \tilde{e}_k 1_a - e_k 1_a
= -y_{k+1} \sigma_k^2 1_a + \tilde{e}_k \sigma_k 1_a - e_k 1_a
= -y_{k+1} f 1_a.
\end{equation}

The lemma follows.

\[\square\]
7. The center of the walled Brauer algebra

As an application, we investigate the center of the walled Brauer category (and of the walled Brauer algebras). Let \( R = \mathbb{C}[y_1, \ldots, y_{r+t}] \). We recall the following definition:

**Definition 7.1** (See also [DRV14]). We say that a polynomial \( p \in R \) satisfies the \( Q \)-cancellation property with respect to the variables \( y_1, y_2 \) if
\[
(7.1) \quad p(y_1, -y_1, y_3, \ldots, y_{r+t}) = p(0, 0, y_3, \ldots, y_{r+t}).
\]

Analogously we say that \( p \) satisfies the \( Q \)-cancellation property with respect to the variables \( y_{k_1} \), \( y_{k_2} \) if \( w \cdot p \) satisfies (7.1), where \( w \in \mathfrak{S}_{r+t} \) is the permutation that exchanges 1 with \( k \) and 2 with \( l \) and \( \mathfrak{S}_{r+t} \) acts on \( R \) permuting the variables.

In [Sa14] Theorem 4.2 it is shown that the center of \( VBr_{r,t}(\omega) \) is isomorphic to the subring of \( (\mathfrak{S}_r \times \mathfrak{S}_t) \)-invariant polynomials \( p \in R^{\mathfrak{S}_r \times \mathfrak{S}_t} \) which satisfy the \( Q \)-cancellation property with respect to the variables \( y_r, y_{r+1} \). The isomorphism is given by the map
\[
(7.2) \quad p \mapsto \sum_{a \in \text{Seq}_{r,t}} (w_a \cdot p) \text{id}_a,
\]
where for each \( a \in \text{Seq}_{r,t} \) the element \( w_a \) is a permutation such that \( w_a \cdot (\uparrow^r, \downarrow^t) = a \).

**Corollary 7.2.** Let \( p \in R^{\mathfrak{S}_r \times \mathfrak{S}_t} \) be a polynomial which satisfies the \( Q \)-cancellation property with respect to the variables \( y_r, y_{r+1} \). Then the element
\[
(7.3) \quad \sum_{a \in \text{Seq}_{r,t}} (w_a \cdot p)(\xi_1, \ldots, \xi_{r+t}) \text{id}_a
\]
is central in \( Br_{r+t}(-\delta) \). In particular, \( p(\xi_1, \ldots, \xi_{r+t}) \) is central in the walled Brauer algebra \( Br_{r+t}(-\delta) \).

**Proof.** The element (7.3) corresponds, under the isomorphism from Theorem 6.2, to the image of \( p \) under (7.2) in \( VBr_{r,t}^{\text{cyl}} \), which is central by [Sa14] Theorem 4.2. \( \square \)

**Remark 7.3.** In [BS12] Remark 2.6, it is conjectured that any element in the center of the walled Brauer category can be expressed as a symmetric polynomial in the Jucys-Murphy elements. Although the definition of the Jucys-Murphy elements of [BS12] is slightly different from ours, Corollary 7.2 above suggests that the above mentioned conjecture points into the wrong direction. Indeed, we believe the following gives a counterexample.

Consider the walled Brauer algebra \( Br_{1+1}(\delta) \). Note that in the notation of [BS12] our \( \uparrow \) corresponds to \( E \) and our \( \downarrow \) corresponds to an \( F \). The Jucys-Murphy elements of [BS12], using the notation there, are
\[
(7.4) \quad x_1^{EEF} = 0,
\]
\[
(7.5) \quad x_2^{EEF} = t_{2,0}(x_{2}^{EEF}) = t_{2,0}(x_{1,0}) = t_{2,0}(1, 2) = (1, 2),
\]
\[
(7.6) \quad x_3^{EEF} = x_{2,0}^{2,1} = (1, 3) + (2, 3) = -(1, 3) - (2, 3).
\]

In our notation, this translates as
\[
(7.7) \quad x_2^{EEF} = s_1 1_{1+1}, \quad x_3^{EEF} = -s_1 e_2 s_1 1_{1+1} - e_2 1_{1+1}.
\]
It is easy to check that \( x_2^{EEF} + x_3^{EEF} = x_2^{EEF} + x_2^{EEF} + x_3^{EEF} \) is indeed central.

On the other hand, if we consider the second elementary symmetric polynomial in the Jucys-Murphy elements we obtain
\[
(7.8) \quad x_2^{EEF} x_3^{EEF} = -e_2 s_1 1_{1+1} - s_1 e_2 1_{1+1}
\]
and

\begin{align}
(7.9) \quad x_2^{EEF} x_2^{EEF} e_2 l^{++} &= -e_2 s_1 e_2 l^{++} - s_1 e_2 e_2 l^{++} = -e_2 l^{++} - \delta s_1 e_2 l^{++}, \\
(7.10) \quad e_2 x_2^{EEF} x_3^{EEF} l^{++} &= -e_2 e_2 s_1 l^{++} - e_2 s_1 e_2 l^{++} = -\delta e_2 s_1 l^{++} - e_2 l^{++}.
\end{align}

Since \( e_2 s_1 l^{++} \neq s_1 e_2 l^{++}, \) we have that \( x_2^{EEF} x_3^{EEF} \) does not commute with \( e_2 l^{++}. \)

In our picture, this depends on the fact that the polynomial \( y_2 y_3 \) does not satisfy the \( Q \)-cancellation property with respect to \( y_2, y_3. \)

We conjecture the following:

**Conjecture 7.4.** The center of the walled Brauer category \( Br_{r,t}(\delta) \) is the subalgebra generated by the elements \( \{7.3\}. \)

8. **The proof of the main Theorem 6.2**

We collect in this section the lemmas we used in the proof of our main theorem.

If not stated explicitly we always assume the indices \( k-1, k, k+1 \) appearing in the lemmas to be from \( J \) such that the expressions make sense.

First, observe that by our partition calculus we have

\[ e_k f_{k+1} 1_a = e_k f_k 1_a. \]

Indeed, if the l.h.s. of (8.1) on some composition factor is nontrivial then the generalized eigenvalue of \( y_{k+1} \) is the opposite of the generalized eigenvalue of \( y_{k}. \) Forcing the generalized eigenvalue of \( y_{k} \) to be small also implies that the generalized eigenvalue of \( y_{k+1} \) is small.

Moreover, we note that \( y_{k+1} f_k 1_a \) has only one generalized big eigenvalue, namely \( \beta^{+}\), and this is a proper eigenvalue (that is, if \( (y_{k+1} - \beta^{+}) N f_k 1_a v = 0 \) for some \( v \) and some \( N \geq 0 \) then \( (y_{k+1} - \beta) f_k 1_a v = 0 \)). Indeed, this is true for \( k = 0, \) and follows by induction using Lemma 3.3.

We stress that the idempotent \( 1 \) commutes with the element \( s_k 1_a. \)

**Lemma 8.1.** We have \( s_k f_1 1_a = f s_k 1_a \) for all \( a \in \text{Seq}_{r,t}. \)

**Proof.** This is clear, since it follows by Lemma 3.1 that \( s_k \) sends generalized eigenspaces with small eigenvalues to generalized eigenspaces with small eigenvalues.

Before going into details, we like to point out that our notation for the following proofs is a bit risky, although in our opinion it is the best we could figure out. The problem is that we write inverses and square roots of the \( \sigma \) to Lemma 8.1, we write the first equation of (6.3) as

\[ \sigma_k 1_a = - \sqrt{b_{k+1} b_k} s_k f_1 1_a + \frac{1}{b_k} f_1 1_a. \]

**Lemma 8.2.** Let \( k \in J \) and let \( a \) be an \((r, t)\)-sequence. Then the following formulas hold for all \( a, a' \in \text{Seq}_{r,t} \) with \( a_k = a_{k+1} \) and \( a'_k \neq a'_{k+1}: \)

\begin{align*}
(8.3a) \quad s_k b_k 1_a &= b_{k+1} s_k 1_a - 1_a, & s_k b_k 1_a &= b_k s_k 1_a + 1_a, \\
(8.3b) \quad s_k c_k 1_a &= c_{k+1} s_k 1_a + 1_a, & s_k c_k 1_a &= c_k s_k 1_a - 1_a, \\
(8.3c) \quad \hat{s}_k b_k 1_a' &= b_{k+1} \hat{s}_k 1_a' + \hat{c}_k 1_a', & \hat{s}_k b_k 1_a' &= b_k \hat{s}_k 1_a' - \hat{c}_k 1_a', \\
(8.3d) \quad \hat{s}_k c_k 1_a' &= c_{k+1} \hat{s}_k 1_a' - \hat{c}_k 1_a', & s_k c_k 1_a' &= c_k s_k 1_a' + \hat{c}_k 1_a'.
\end{align*}
Proof. Formulas (8.3a), (8.3b), (8.3c) and (8.3d) follow directly from the defining relations \([Br4a]\) and \([Br4b]\). The other formulas follow by multiplying by the idempotent \(f\) and by some easy algebraic manipulation. For example, (8.3e) follows from the first equation of (8.3a) by multiplying on the left by \(\frac{1}{y_{k+1}}f\) and on the right by \(\frac{1}{b_k}f\).

Lemma 8.3. The following equalities hold

\[(8.4)\quad c_k f e_k f = c_k e_k f, \quad c_k f e_k f = c_k e_k f, \quad c_k f e_k f = c_k e_k f.\]

Proof. We have

\[(8.5)\quad c_k f e_k f = c_k f e_{k-1} e_k f = c_k f e_{k-1} e_k f + c_k (1 - e_k) f e_{k-1} e_k f = c_k f e_k e_k f,\]

since \((1 - e_k) f e_{k-1} = 0\) by definition and by our partition calculus. Here, we use the fact that \(\beta_1^{(a)}\) is the only big eigenvalue of \(y_k f e_k f\), and this has to be a proper eigenvalue, as we noticed in the discussion at the beginning of the section. Moreover, since \((y_k + y_{k+1}) e_k = 0\), the generalized eigenvalues of \(y_{k+1}\) on the image of \(e_k\) are determined by the generalized eigenvalues of \(y_k\). Since \(y_k f_k\) cannot have generalized eigenvalue \(-\beta_1^{(a+1)}\) in \(\mathcal{A}\), it follows that on the image of \(c_k f e_k f\) the element \(y_{k+1} f e_k f\) cannot have generalized eigenvalue \(\beta_1^{(a+1)}\). In formulas, we have \(f_k e_k f = f_{k+1} e_k f\).

This proves the first equality. The second one follows at once. The third one can be shown by the very same argument, using Lemma 3.3 for eigenvalue considerations.

The following is the most crucial point of the proof:

Lemma 8.4. We have \(\hat{e}_k^2 = -\delta e_k\).

Proof. Let \(\mathbf{a}\) be such that \(a_k \neq a_{k+1}\). We compute using Lemma 8.7 below:

\[(8.6)\quad \hat{e}_k^2 f e_k f = Q_k e_k \frac{y_{k+1}}{b_k} f e_k Q_k e_k f = Q_k e_k \frac{\beta_1^{(a_k)} - y_k}{b_k} e_k Q_k e_k f.

Note that in the second equality we used Lemma 8.3.

Lemma 8.5. We have \(\sigma_k f e_k f = f e_k f\) for all \(\mathbf{a} \in \text{Seq}_{r,t}\) with \(a_k = a_{k+1}\).
Now substituting (8.12) in (8.9) we get
\begin{equation}
\sigma_k^2 a = -Q_k s_k Q_k + \frac{1}{b_k f} \left( -Q_k s_k Q_k + \frac{1}{b_k f} \right) a
\end{equation}
(8.7)
Recall that $f$ commutes with $s_k$. We expand the first summand:
\begin{align}
Q_k \left( s_k b_{k+1} s_k Q_k a + Q_k \frac{1}{b_k} s_k Q_k a \right)
&= Q_k b_k Q_k a + Q_k \frac{1}{b_k+1} s_k Q_k a + Q_k \frac{1}{b_k} s_k Q_k a \\
&= f_1 a + Q_k s_k \frac{1}{b_k} Q_k a - Q_k b_k b_{k+1} s_k Q_k a + Q_k \frac{1}{b_k} s_k Q_k a.
\end{align}
(8.8)
Putting (8.8) into (8.7) we are done.
\[\Box\]

**Lemma 8.6.** We have $\tilde{\sigma}_k \sigma_k a = f_1 a$ for all $a$ with $a_k \neq a_{k+1}$.

**Proof.** We compute
\begin{equation}
\tilde{\sigma}_k \sigma_k a = Q_k \tilde{s}_k f b_{k+1} \tilde{s}_k Q_k a
\end{equation}
(8.9)
\begin{align}
= Q_k \tilde{s}_k f b_{k+1} \tilde{s}_k \tilde{c}_k \tilde{e}_k \tilde{c}_k Q_k a - Q_k \tilde{s}_k f \tilde{c}_k \tilde{e}_k b_{k+1} Q_k a \\
&= Q_k \tilde{s}_k f b_{k+1} \tilde{c}_k Q_k a - Q_k \tilde{s}_k f \tilde{e}_k b_{k+1} Q_k a - Q_k \tilde{s}_k f \tilde{e}_k b_{k+1} Q_k a.
\end{align}
(8.10)
Now note that
\begin{equation}
\tilde{s}_k \tilde{c}_k \tilde{s}_k a = \tilde{s}_k \tilde{s}_k \tilde{c}_k \tilde{c}_k Q_k a = \tilde{s}_k \tilde{c}_k Q_k a = c k \tilde{a} - c k \tilde{a},
\end{equation}
(8.11)
but since $c_k f \tilde{s}_k f \tilde{a} = c_k \tilde{s}_k f \tilde{a}$, we have comparing (8.10) and (8.11):
\begin{equation}
f_1 a = c_k f \tilde{s}_k f \tilde{a} = c_k f \tilde{a} + f \tilde{s}_k f \tilde{a} c_k f \tilde{a}.
\end{equation}
(8.12)
Now substituting (8.12) in (8.9) we get
\begin{align}
\tilde{\sigma}_k \sigma_k a = Q_k b_{k+1} s_k Q_k a - Q_k \tilde{s}_k f b_{k+1} \tilde{c}_k \tilde{e}_k b_{k+1} Q_k a + Q_k \tilde{s}_k f b_{k+1} \tilde{e}_k Q_k a \\
&= Q_k \tilde{s}_k f b_{k+1} \tilde{e}_k Q_k a - Q_k \tilde{s}_k f \tilde{e}_k b_{k+1} Q_k a - Q_k \tilde{s}_k f \tilde{e}_k b_{k+1} Q_k a.
\end{align}
(8.13)
Note that the third and the fourth summand cancel together. Let us now compute
\begin{equation}
f \tilde{s}_k f b_{k+1} \tilde{e}_k f a = f \tilde{s}_k f b_{k+1} \tilde{e}_k f a = f b_k \tilde{s}_k \tilde{e}_k f a - f \tilde{e}_k \tilde{s}_k f a
\end{equation}
(8.14)
\begin{align}
&= f b_k \tilde{s}_k \tilde{e}_k f a - f b_k \tilde{e}_k \tilde{s}_k f a - \tilde{e}_k f b_k \tilde{a} - \tilde{e}_k f b_k \tilde{a}.
\end{align}
Substituting (8.14) in (8.13) we get then
\begin{align}
\tilde{\sigma}_k \sigma_k a = Q_k b_{k+1} s_k Q_k a - Q_k \tilde{s}_k f b_{k+1} \tilde{e}_k Q_k a + Q_k \tilde{s}_k f b_{k+1} \tilde{e}_k Q_k a = f \tilde{a}
\end{align}
(8.15)
as we wanted.
\[\Box\]
Lemma 8.7. The following formula holds for all $a \in \text{Seq}_{r,t}$ and $k \in J$:

\begin{equation}
(8.16) \quad e_k \frac{1}{b_k} e_k \mathbf{f}_{k-1} \mathbf{1}_a = e_k \mathbf{f}_{k-1} \mathbf{1}_a.
\end{equation}

Proof. First, we observe that the formula makes sense. Indeed since $\mathbf{f}_{k-1}$ commutes with $e_k$, we have

\begin{equation}
(8.17) \quad e_k \frac{1}{b_k} e_k \mathbf{f}_{k-1} \mathbf{1}_a = e_k \frac{1}{b_k} \mathbf{f}_{k-1} e_k \mathbf{f}_{k-1} \mathbf{1}_a.
\end{equation}

Since $\mathbf{f}_{k-1}$ projects away from the generalized eigenspace of $y_{k-1}$ with eigenvalue $\beta^{\text{rev}(a_k)}$, it follows from our partition calculus that it also projects away from the generalized eigenspace of $y_k$ with eigenvalue $-\beta^{\text{rev}(a_k)}$. In particular, $b_k \mathbf{f}_{k-1}$ is invertible.

We prove the claim by induction on $k$. First consider the case $k = 1$, and suppose $(a_1, a_{-1}) = \uparrow \downarrow$. Then it is easy to verify that

\begin{equation}
(8.18) \quad \frac{1}{\beta_1^2 + y_1} \mathbf{f}_1 \mathbf{1}_a = -\frac{1}{n(m + n - \delta)} y_1 \mathbf{f}_1 \mathbf{1}_a + \frac{3n + m - 2\delta}{2n(m + n - \delta)} \mathbf{f}_1 \mathbf{1}_a.
\end{equation}

Hence, recalling that $e_1 y_1 e_1 \mathbf{1}_a = \omega_1 e_1 \mathbf{1}_a$, we have

\begin{equation}
(8.19) \quad e_1 \frac{1}{\beta_1^2 + y_1} e_1 \mathbf{f}_1 \mathbf{1}_a = \left( -\frac{\omega_1}{n(m + n - \delta)} + \frac{\omega_2(3n + m - 2\delta)}{2n(m + n - \delta)} \right) e_1 \mathbf{f}_1 \mathbf{1}_a
\end{equation}

\begin{equation}
= \frac{2\delta m - (m + n)^2 + (m + n)(3m + n - 2\delta)}{2n(m + n - \delta)} e_1 \mathbf{f}_1 \mathbf{1}_a = e_1 \mathbf{f}_1 \mathbf{1}_a.
\end{equation}

Similarly if $(a_1, a_{-1}) = \downarrow \uparrow$ then

\begin{equation}
(8.20) \quad \frac{1}{\beta_1^2 + y_1} = -\frac{1}{m(m + n - \delta)} y_1 + \frac{3m + n}{2m(m + n - \delta)}.
\end{equation}

Recalling that $e_1 y_1 e_1 \mathbf{1}_a = \omega_1^* e_1 \mathbf{1}_a$, where $\omega_1^* = -\omega_1 + \omega_2^*$, we get

\begin{equation}
(8.21) \quad e_1 \frac{1}{\beta_1^2 + y_1} e_1 \mathbf{f}_1 \mathbf{1}_a = \left( -\frac{\omega_1 - \omega_2}{m(m + n - \delta)} + \frac{\omega_2(3m + n)}{2m(m + n - \delta)} \right) e_1 \mathbf{f}_1 \mathbf{1}_a
\end{equation}

\begin{equation}
= \frac{-2\delta m - (m + n)^2 + (m + n)(3m + n)}{2m(m + n - \delta)} e_1 \mathbf{f}_1 \mathbf{1}_a = e_1 \mathbf{f}_1 \mathbf{1}_a.
\end{equation}

Let us now consider the inductive step. Suppose first that $a_k = a_{k+1}$. Then

\begin{equation}
(8.22) \quad e_{k+1} \frac{1}{b_{k+1}} e_{k+1} \mathbf{f}_k \mathbf{1}_a = e_{k+1} s_k s_k \frac{1}{b_{k+1}} e_{k+1} \mathbf{f}_k \mathbf{1}_a
\end{equation}

\begin{equation}
= e_{k+1} s_k \frac{1}{b_k} s_k e_{k+1} \mathbf{f}_k \mathbf{1}_a - e_{k+1} s_k \frac{1}{b_k b_{k+1}} e_{k+1} \mathbf{f}_k \mathbf{1}_a.
\end{equation}

Since $e_{k+1} = s_k \hat{s}_{k+1} e_k \hat{s}_{k+1} s_k$, and since $y_k$ commutes with $\hat{s}_{k+1}$, we can rewrite the first summand as

\begin{equation}
(8.23) \quad e_{k+1} s_k \frac{1}{b_k} s_k e_{k+1} \mathbf{f}_k \mathbf{1}_a = s_k \hat{s}_{k+1} e_k \frac{1}{b_k} e_{k+1} \mathbf{f}_k \mathbf{1}_a
\end{equation}

\begin{equation}
= s_k \hat{s}_{k+1} e_k \hat{s}_{k+1} s_k \mathbf{f}_k \mathbf{1}_a = e_{k+1} \mathbf{f}_k \mathbf{1}_a.
\end{equation}
Similarly from the second of (8.3e) we get truncation, hence we can simplify on both sides and we are done.

Putting all together, we obtain

\[ (8.25) \quad \left(1 - \frac{1}{b_k^2}\right) e_{k+1} \frac{1}{b_{k+1}} e_{k+1} f_k \mathbf{1}_a = \left(1 - \frac{1}{b_k^2}\right) e_{k+1} f_k \mathbf{1}_a. \]

Notice now that \(b_k f_k \mathbf{1}_a\) and \(\left(1 - \frac{1}{b_k^2}\right) f_k \mathbf{1}_a\) are invertible in the \(f_k \mathbf{1}_a\)-idempotent truncation, hence we can simplify on both sides and we are done.

Suppose now \(a_k \neq a_{k+1}\). Then we have

\[ (8.26) \quad e_{k+1} \frac{1}{b_{k+1}} e_{k+1} f_k \mathbf{1}_a = e_{k+1} s_k \frac{1}{b_{k+1}} e_{k+1} f_k \mathbf{1}_a \]
\[ = e_{k+1} s_k \frac{1}{b_{k+1}} \hat{f}_k s_k e_{k+1} \frac{1}{b_{k+1}} e_{k+1} f_k \mathbf{1}_a \]
\[ = e_{k+1} \hat{f}_k \hat{e}_k e_{k+1} \frac{1}{b_{k+1}} e_{k+1} f_k \mathbf{1}_a \]
\[ = e_{k+1} e_k e_{k+1} f_k \mathbf{1}_a + e_{k+1} \hat{f}_k \hat{e}_k e_{k+1} \frac{1}{c_k^2} f_k \mathbf{1}_a - e_{k+1} e_k e_{k+1} \frac{1}{c_k^2} f_k \mathbf{1}_a \]
\[ = \left(1 + \frac{1}{c_k^2} - \frac{1}{c_k^2}\right) e_{k+1} f_k \mathbf{1}_a. \]

The claim follows.

**Lemma 8.8.** We have for the formula

\[ (8.27) \quad \sigma_k \mathbf{1}_a = -f \sqrt{\frac{b_k}{b_{k+1}}} s_k \sqrt{\frac{b_k}{b_{k+1}}} \mathbf{1}_a - \frac{1}{b_{k+1}} f \mathbf{1}_a. \]

**Proof.** Multiplying the first of (8.3f) by \(\sqrt{b_{k+1}}\) from the left and by \(\sqrt{b_k}\) from the right we get

\[ (8.28) \quad f \sqrt{\frac{b_k}{b_{k+1}}} s_k \frac{1}{\sqrt{b_k}} \mathbf{1}_a = f \frac{1}{\sqrt{b_{k+1}}} s_k \sqrt{b_k} \mathbf{1}_a + \frac{1}{\sqrt{b_k b_{k+1}}} f \mathbf{1}_a. \]

Similarly from the second of (8.3f) we get

\[ (8.29) \quad f \sqrt{\frac{b_k}{b_{k+1}}} s_k \frac{1}{\sqrt{b_{k+1}}} \mathbf{1}_a = f \frac{1}{\sqrt{b_k}} s_k \sqrt{b_{k+1}} \mathbf{1}_a - \frac{1}{\sqrt{b_k b_{k+1}}} f \mathbf{1}_a. \]
We can then compute using (8.28) and (8.29):

\[
\frac{b_{k+1}}{b_k} s_k \sqrt{\frac{b_{k+1}}{b_k} f_k a + \frac{1}{b_k} f_k a} = -\sqrt{\frac{1}{b_k b_{k+1}} s_k \sqrt{b_{k+1} b_k f_k a} - \frac{1}{b_k} f_k a + \frac{1}{b_k} f_k a} = -\sqrt{\frac{b_k}{b_{k+1}} s_k \sqrt{\frac{b_k}{b_{k+1}} f_k a} - \frac{1}{b_{k+1}} f_k a}.
\]

The claim follows. □

**Lemma 8.9.** The following holds for \( k, k+1 \in J \) and \( a \in \text{Seq}_{r,t} \):

\[
e_k s_{k+1} \frac{1}{b_k} e_k f_k a = e_k s_{k+1} \frac{1}{c_k+1} e_k f_k a = 0.
\]

**Proof.** Assume \( a_{k+1} = a_{k+2} \), otherwise the asserted identity is trivial. We have

\[
e_k s_{k+1} \frac{1}{b_k} e_k f_k a = e_k s_{k+1} \frac{1}{c_k+1} e_k f_k a = e_k \frac{1}{c_k+2} s_{k+2} e_k f_k a - e_k \frac{1}{c_k+1} e_k f_k a = e_k \frac{1}{c_k+2} (e_k - e_k \frac{1}{b_k} e_k) f_k a = 0,
\]

where we use relation (Br5b) of Definition 2.5 in the first and in the third equalities, (8.31) in the second equality and (8.16) in the last equality. □

**Lemma 8.10.** We have \( \tilde{\tau}_k \tilde{a}_k 1_a = \tilde{\tau}_k 1_a \) and \( \tau_k \tilde{a}_k 1_a = \tilde{\tau}_k 1_a \) for any \( a \).

**Proof.** We check only the first equality. The other one can be showed in the same way. We have:

\[
\tilde{\tau}_k = -Q_k \tilde{s}_k \frac{b_{k+1}}{b_k} e_k f_k a = -Q_k \tilde{s}_k \frac{b_{k+1}}{b_k} e_k Q_k = -Q_k \left( \frac{b_k}{b_{k+1}} \tilde{s}_k e_k a - \frac{b_k}{b_{k+1}} \tilde{e}_k \left( \tilde{e}_k \frac{b_k}{b_{k+1}} e_k - \frac{b_k}{b_{k+1}} \tilde{e}_k \frac{b_k}{b_{k+1}} e_k \right) Q_k \right).
\]

In the second equality, we got rid of the idempotent using Lemma 8.3. In the third equality, we used Lemma 8.7 thinking of \( \tilde{e}_k = \tilde{s}_k e_k \). □

**Lemma 8.11.** We have \( \tilde{e}_k \sigma_{k+1} \tilde{e}_k 1_a = \tilde{e}_k 1_a \) for all \( k, k+1 \in J \) and \( a \in \text{Seq}_{r,t} \) with \( a_{k+1} = a_{k+2} \).

**Proof.** Let \( 1_a \) be such that \( a_k \neq a_{k+1} \), otherwise the claim is trivial. Then we compute

\[
\tilde{e}_k \sigma_{k+1} \tilde{e}_k 1_a = -Q_k e_k \sqrt{\frac{b_{k+1}}{b_k} \sqrt{\frac{b_{k+1}}{b_k} \tilde{s}_k + 1} \sqrt{\frac{b_{k+1}}{b_k} \tilde{e}_k Q_k 1_a} = -Q_k e_k \sqrt{\frac{b_{k+1}}{b_k} \tilde{e}_k Q_k 1_a}
\]

\[
= -Q_k \sqrt{\frac{1}{b_{k+2}} e_k a s_{k+1} b_{k+1} e_k} \sqrt{\frac{1}{b_{k+2}} Q_k 1_a = -Q_k \sqrt{\frac{1}{b_{k+2}} e_k \tilde{e}_k 1_a}.
\]
Now, we have

\[(8.35) \quad e_k \frac{b_{k+1}}{b_k} s_{k+1} b_{k+1} e_k f_1 a \]

\[= f e_k \frac{b_{k+1} b_{k+2}}{b_k} s_{k+1} e_k f_1 a - e_k \frac{b_{k+1}}{b_k} e_k f_1 a \]

\[= b_{k+2} e_k \frac{b_{k+1}}{b_k} s_{k+1} e_k f_1 a + \delta e_k f_1 a \]

\[= b_{k+2} e_k \left( -\beta_1^{\text{rev}}(a_k) - \frac{y_k}{b_k} + \frac{\beta_1^{\text{rev}}(a_k) + \beta_1}{b_k} \right) s_{k+1} e_k f_1 a + \delta e_k f_1 a \]

\[= -b_{k+2} e_k s_{k+1} e_k f_1 a + b_{k+2} (\beta_1^{\text{rev}}(a_k) + \beta_1) e_k \frac{1}{b_k} s_{k+1} e_k f_1 a + \delta e_k f_1 a \]

\[= -b_{k+2} e_k f_1 a + \delta e_k f_1 a \]

by Lemma [8.9]. Hence

\[(8.36) \quad \tilde{e}_k \sigma_{k+1} \tilde{e}_k f_1 a = Q_k \sqrt{\frac{1}{b_{k+2}}} b_{k+2} e_k \sqrt{\frac{1}{b_{k+2}}} Q_k f_1 a \]

\[- \delta Q_k \sqrt{\frac{1}{b_{k+2}}} e_k \sqrt{\frac{1}{b_{k+2}}} Q_k f_1 a - \frac{1}{b_{k+2}} \tilde{e}_k \tilde{e}_k f_1 a = \tilde{e}_k f_1 a. \]

The lemma is proved. \(\square\)

**Lemma 8.12.** We have \(\tilde{e}_k \sigma_{k-1} \tilde{e}_k f_1 a = \tilde{e}_k f_1 a\) for all \(a\) with \(a_{k-1} = a_k\).

**Proof.** We suppose \(a_k \neq a_{k+1}\), since otherwise the claim is trivial. Then the term \(\tilde{e}_k \sigma_{k-1} \tilde{e}_k f_1 a\) is equal to

\[(8.37) \quad -Q_k e_k \sqrt{\frac{b_{k+1}}{b_{k-1}}} s_{k-1} \sqrt{\frac{b_{k+1}}{b_{k-1}}} f e_k Q_k f_1 a + Q_k e_k \frac{b_{k+1}}{b_{k-1} b_k} f e_k Q_k f_1 a. \]

Let us expand the first summand:

\[(8.38) \quad -Q_k e_k \sqrt{\frac{b_{k+1}}{b_{k-1}}} s_{k-1} \sqrt{\frac{b_{k+1}}{b_{k-1}}} f e_k Q_k f_1 a \]

\[= -Q_k \sqrt{\frac{1}{b_{k-1}}} e_k (c_{k-1} s_{k-1} - 1) e_k \sqrt{\frac{1}{b_{k-1}}} Q_k f_1 a \]

\[= \tilde{e}_k f_1 a - (\beta_1^2 + \beta_1^1) Q_k \sqrt{\frac{1}{b_{k-1}}} e_k \sqrt{\frac{1}{b_{k-1}}} Q_k f_1 a \]

\[+ (m + n) Q_k \sqrt{\frac{1}{b_{k-1}}} e_k \sqrt{\frac{1}{b_{k-1}}} Q_k f_1 a, \]

where we used \(-c_{k-1} = b_{k-1} - (\beta_1^2 + \beta_1^1)\). If we expand the second summand of \(8.37\) we obtain:

\[(8.39) \quad Q_k e_k \frac{b_{k+1}}{b_{k-1} b_k} f e_k Q_k f_1 a = Q_k \sqrt{\frac{1}{b_{k-1}}} e_k \sqrt{\frac{1}{b_{k-1}}} Q_k f_1 a. \]
We use again $c_k = -b_{k-1} + (\beta_1^+ + \beta_2^+)$ and we get:

\begin{equation}
- (m + n)Q_k \sqrt{\frac{1}{b_{k-1}}} c_k \sqrt{\frac{1}{b_{k-1}}} Q_k 1_a + (\beta_1^+ + \beta_2^+)Q_k \sqrt{\frac{1}{b_{k-1}}} c_k \sqrt{\frac{1}{b_{k-1}}} Q_k 1_a.
\end{equation}

Comparing (8.38) and (8.40) we get the claim. □

Lemma 8.13. We have $\hat{\sigma} k^+ \tau k = \sigma k^+ \tau k$ for $k, k + 1 \in J$.

Proof. We compute

\begin{equation}
\hat{\sigma} k^+ \tau k = -Q_k \hat{\delta}_k \sqrt{\frac{b_{k+1}}{b_k}} f \sqrt{\frac{b_{k+2}}{b_{k+1}}} e_{k+1} \sqrt{\frac{b_{k+1}}{b_{k+1}}} e_{k} Q_k
\end{equation}

We should explain why we can omit the idempotents in the second equality. Let $\theta_{k+1}$ be the idempotent projecting onto the generalized eigenspaces of $y_{k+1} 1_a$ with eigenvalues different from $-\beta_1^{+ -}$. Note that $e_{k} q_{k} 1_a = c_k \theta_{k+1} 1_a$, and that $\theta_{k+1}$ can be expressed as a polynomial in the variable $y_{k+1} 1_a$. Now, we have

\begin{equation}
f \hat{\delta}_k f \hat{e}_k e_{k+1} f \hat{e}_k f \hat{1}_a = f \hat{\delta}_k \theta_{k+1} e_{k+1} c_k \eta_{k+1} \eta_{k+1} c_k \hat{1}_a = f \hat{\delta}_k \theta_{k+2} e_{k+1} c_k \eta_{k+1} \eta_{k+2} \hat{1}_a = f \hat{\delta}_k e_{k+1} c_k \hat{1}_a.
\end{equation}

as claimed. On the other hand, we have

\begin{equation}
\sigma_{k+1}^+ \tau_k = -Q_{k+1} \hat{\delta}_k \sqrt{\frac{b_{k+2}}{b_k}} e_{k} Q_{k+1} + \frac{1}{b_{k+1}} \hat{e}_k Q_{k+1}
\end{equation}

Here we can again omit the idempotent in the middle, since

\begin{equation}
f \hat{\delta}_k f \hat{e}_k f = f \hat{\delta}_k \theta_{k+1} e_{k+1} c_k \eta_{k+1} \eta_{k+2} f = f \eta_{k} \hat{\delta}_k e_{k+1} c_k \eta_{k+1} \eta_{k+2} f = f \hat{\delta}_k e_{k+1} c_k f \hat{1}_a.
\end{equation}

So (8.41) and (8.43) are the same and the lemma follows. □

Lemma 8.14. We have $\sigma k^+ \tau k = \hat{\sigma} k^+ \tau k$ for $k, k + 1 \in J$.

Proof. We compute

\begin{equation}
\sigma k^+ \tau k = \left( -Q_k \hat{\delta}_k \sqrt{\frac{b_{k+2}}{b_k}} \hat{e}_k Q_{k+1} + \frac{1}{b_{k+1}} \hat{e}_k Q_{k+1} \right) \sqrt{\frac{b_{k+2}}{b_k}} \hat{e}_k Q_{k+1}
\end{equation}

\begin{equation}
\sigma k^+ \tau k = -Q_k \sqrt{\frac{b_{k+2}}{b_{k+1}}} \hat{\delta}_k \hat{e}_k \sqrt{\frac{b_{k+2}}{b_{k+1}}} \hat{e}_k Q_k
\end{equation}

\begin{equation}
\sigma k^+ \tau k = -Q_k \sqrt{\frac{b_{k+2}}{b_{k+1}}} \hat{\delta}_k \hat{e}_k \sqrt{\frac{b_{k+2}}{b_{k+1}}} \hat{e}_k Q_k
\end{equation}

\begin{equation}
\sigma k^+ \tau k = -Q_k \sqrt{\frac{b_{k+2}}{b_{k+1}}} \hat{\delta}_k \hat{e}_k \sqrt{\frac{b_{k+2}}{b_{k+1}}} \hat{e}_k Q_k
\end{equation}
In the second line, we could omit the idempotent as in the previous proof. On the other side, we have

$$
(8.46) \quad \hat{\sigma}_{k+1} \tau_k = -Q_{k+1} s_{k+1} \sqrt{\frac{b_{k+2}}{b_k}} e_k Q_k = -Q_{k+1} \sqrt{\frac{T}{b_k}} s_{k+1} e_k \sqrt{b_{k+2}} Q_k.
$$

hence they coincide. \qed

Lemma 8.15. We have $\hat{\sigma}_{k+1} \tau_k \tau_{k+1} = \sigma_k \hat{\tau}_{k+1}$.

Proof. We compute

$$
(8.47) \quad \hat{\sigma}_{k+1} \tau_k \tau_{k+1} = -Q_{k+1} s_{k+1} Q_{k+1} Q_k e_k Q_k Q_{k+1} e_{k+1} Q_{k+1} = -Q_{k+1} \sqrt{\frac{T}{b_k}} (b_{k+1} s_{k+1} - \hat{e}_{k+1}) e_k e_{k+1} \sqrt{\frac{T}{Q_k}} Q_{k+1} = -Q_k \sqrt{b_{k+2}} s_{k+1} e_k e_{k+1} \sqrt{\frac{T}{b_k}} Q_{k+1} + Q_{k+1} \sqrt{\frac{T}{b_k}} \hat{e}_k \sqrt{\frac{T}{b_k}} Q_{k+1}
$$

and

$$
(8.48) \quad \sigma_k \hat{\tau}_{k+1} = -Q_k s_k \sqrt{\frac{b_{k+2}}{b_k}} \hat{e}_{k+1} Q_{k+1} + Q_{k+1} \frac{1}{b_k} \hat{e}_{k+1} Q_{k+1} = -Q_k \sqrt{b_{k+2}} s_k e_{k+1} Q_{k+1} + Q_{k+1} \sqrt{\frac{T}{b_k}} \hat{e}_k \sqrt{\frac{T}{b_k}} Q_{k+1}.
$$

So (8.47) and (8.48) agree. \qed

Lemma 8.16. We have $\sigma_{k+1} \hat{\tau}_k \tau_{k+1} = \hat{\sigma}_k \tau_{k+1}$.

Proof. We compute

$$
(8.49) \quad \sigma_{k+1} \hat{\tau}_k \tau_{k+1} = \left(-Q_{k+1} s_{k+1} Q_{k+1} + \frac{1}{b_{k+1}} f\right) Q_k \hat{e}_k \sqrt{\frac{b_{k+2}}{b_k}} e_k Q_{k+1} = Q_{k+1} \sqrt{\frac{T}{b_k}} (-s_{k+1} b_{k+2} + 1) \hat{e}_k e_{k+1} \sqrt{\frac{T}{b_k}} Q_{k+1} = -Q_k \sqrt{b_{k+2}} s_k \hat{e}_k e_{k+1} \sqrt{\frac{T}{b_k}} Q_{k+1}
$$

and

$$
(8.50) \quad \hat{\sigma}_k \tau_{k+1} = -Q_k \hat{s}_k \sqrt{\frac{b_{k+2}}{b_k}} e_k Q_{k+1} = -Q_k \sqrt{b_{k+2}} \hat{s}_k e_{k+1} \sqrt{\frac{T}{b_k}} Q_{k+1}.
$$

Since they agree, the lemma is proved. \qed

Lemma 8.17. The braid relation $\sigma_k \sigma_{k+1} \sigma_k = \sigma_{k+1} \sigma_k \sigma_{k+1}$ holds.

Proof. Let $\mathbf{a}$ be a sequence with $a_k = a_{k+1} = a_{k+2}$. All the summands of the formulas in this proof are supposed to be multiplied on the right (or on the left)
with $1_a$, but we omit it for the sake of clearness. We compute

\[(8.51a)\]
\[\sigma_k \sigma_{k+1} \sigma_k = -Q_k s_k \sqrt{b_{k+2}/b_k} s_{k+1} \sqrt{b_{k+2}/b_k} s_k Q_k \]

\[(8.51b)\]
\[+ Q_k s_k \sqrt{b_{k+2}/b_k} s_{k+1} Q_{k+1} \]

\[(8.51c)\]
\[+ Q_k s_k s_k Q_k \]

\[(8.51d)\]
\[- Q_k s_k s_k Q_k b_{k+1} b_k \]

\[(8.51e)\]
\[+ Q_k s_k s_{k+1} \sqrt{b_{k+2}/b_k} s_k Q_k \]

\[(8.51f)\]
\[- Q_k s_{k+1} Q_{k+1} b_k \]

\[(8.51g)\]
\[- Q_k s_k s_k Q_k \]

\[(8.51h)\]
\[+ 1/b_k \]

Recall that the idempotent $f$ commutes with $s_k$ and $s_{k+1}$, so it is sufficient if it appears once in every summand (in the term $Q_k$ or $Q_{k+1}$). Now we consider the various pieces.

\[(8.52)\]
\[(8.51a) = -Q_k \sqrt{b_{k+2}/b_k} s_{k+1} s_k \sqrt{b_{k+2}/b_k} Q_k = -Q_k \sqrt{b_{k+2}/b_k} s_k s_k Q_k b_{k+1} b_k \]

\[(8.53)\]
\[(8.51c) + (8.51g) = Q_k s_k Q_k \frac{1}{b_{k+1}} s_k + Q_k s_{k+1} Q_{k+1} - \frac{Q_k s_{k+1} Q_{k+1} b_k}{b_k} = \frac{1}{b_k} f.\]

Moreover, \[(8.51b) + (8.51l)\] equals the following.

\[(8.54)\]
\[\frac{Q_k}{b_k} \sqrt{b_{k+2}/b_k} s_k s_{k+1} s_k Q_k + \frac{Q_k}{b_k} s_k s_{k+1} Q_{k+1} - \frac{Q_k s_{k+1} Q_{k+1} b_k}{b_k} = Q_{k+1} \sqrt{b_k} s_k Q_k \]

Moreover,

\[(8.55)\]
\[(8.51c) = Q_{k+1} s_{k+1} s_k \sqrt{b_{k+2}/b_k} s_k Q_k b_{k+1} b_k = \frac{Q_{k+1}}{b_k} s_{k+1} s_k \sqrt{b_{k+2}/b_k} s_k Q_k b_{k+1} b_k \]

and

\[(8.56)\]
\[(8.51d) = -Q_k \frac{s_k}{b_{k+1}} \frac{Q_k}{b_k} \frac{1}{b_k^2} b_{k+1} b_k = \frac{1}{b_k} f.\]

So we can rewrite:

\[(8.57)\]
\[\sigma_k \sigma_{k+1} \sigma_k = (8.52) + (8.54) + \frac{1}{b_k} f - \frac{Q_k}{b_k} s_k Q_k b_{k+1} b_k + (8.55).\]
Indeed, since

\[ \text{We omit the idempotent } 1_a \text{ in the following formulas (every summand should be multiplied by } 1_a \text{ from the right). First we observe that } f_k s_{k+1} f = f_k \hat{s}_{k+1} f. \]

\[ \text{Indeed, since } y_{k+2} \text{ commutes with } s_k \text{ and } y_k \text{ commutes with } s_{k+1}, \text{ both the generalized eigenvalues of } y_k \text{ and } y_{k+2} \text{ in the middle have to be small. By Lemma 3.3 the generalized eigenvalue of } y_{k+1} \text{ in the middle has also to be small, hence we can omit the idempotent } f \text{ in the middle.} \]
Now, we have

\[
(8.61) \quad \hat{\sigma}_k \hat{\sigma}_{k+1} \sigma_k = -Q_k \hat{s}_k \sqrt{\frac{b_{k+2}}{b_k}} s_{k+1} \left( \frac{b_{k+2}}{b_{k+1}} \right) \sqrt{\frac{b_{k+2}}{b_{k}}} \left( \frac{b_{k+1}}{b_{k}} \right) Q_k - \frac{1}{b_k} \sqrt{b_{k+2}}
\]

\[
= -Q_k \sqrt{b_{k+2}} \hat{s}_k \hat{s}_{k+1} \left( \frac{1}{b_k} \right) s_k \frac{1}{b_{k+1}} Q_k \sqrt{b_{k+2}}
\]

and

\[
(8.62) \quad \sigma_{k+1} \hat{\sigma}_k \hat{\sigma}_{k+1} = -Q_k \sqrt{b_{k+2}} \left( -\frac{1}{b_{k+1}} s_{k+1} b_{k+2} + \frac{1}{b_{k+1}} \right) \hat{s}_k \hat{s}_{k+1} \frac{Q_{k+1}}{\sqrt{b_k}}
\]

\[
= -Q_k \sqrt{b_{k+2}} \hat{s}_k \hat{s}_{k+1} \hat{s}_{k+1} \frac{Q_{k+1}}{\sqrt{b_k}}.
\]

The two terms (8.61) and (8.62) are the same because \( \hat{s}_k \hat{s}_{k+1} \hat{s}_k = s_{k+1} \hat{s}_{k+1} \).

\[\square\]
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